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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27,1906.

VOL. 43.
HARMONIOUS
RE PUBLICANS

Nominate Winning
Ticket in Convention.
WITH

RINGHSOLUTIONS

Well Attended and Enthusiastic Session Harmony
and Unity the Key Notes.

Lopez.
Oienega, Precinct No 6. Jesus Ro
mero.
Cerrlllos, Precinct No. 7. Tom de
Lallo, Faustln Narvalz.
Gallsteo, Precinct No. 8. Juan Or
tlz, Jose L. Madrll, Juan N. Sandoval,
Donaclano Angel.
San Ildefonso, Precinct No. 9. Jose
E. Gomez, Perfect Gallegoa.
Golden, Precinct No. 11. Nick Mon
toya.
Canonclto, Precinct No. 12. Roque
Tudesque, Patricio Chaves.
Glorieta, Precinct No. 13. Walte'
M. Tabor.
Chlmayo, Precinct No. 14. Victor
Ortega, Rumaldo Ortego Jose Chaves.
Santa Cruz, Precinct No. 15.
vote each.) Ramon Bustos, Ursulo
,
Borrego, Gregorlo Hen-eraAugtistln
Mestas, Ellglo Madril, Epimenlo Mes-ta(1--

Santa Fe, Precinct No. 17.
vote each.) T. B. Catron, Celso
J. V. Conway,
Alberto Garcia,
Ambroslo Ortiz, Marcos Castillo, J. W.
Akers, A. M. Bergere, Jacob Weltmer,
For the Legislative Council,
J. 'i. Sandoval.
THOMAS BENTON CATRON
Santa Fe, Precinct No. M Max
For the Legislative House,
R. L. Baca, David Knapp, C. A.
Frost,
ROMAN LIBERATO BACA.
David M. Gonzales, Paul A.
Wheelon,
For County Commissioner from the F.
Walter, M. A. Ortiz.
First. District,
Madrid, Precinct No. 19. Felix
ISHMAEL SPARKS.
proxies for W. H. Chamberlain
For County Commissioner from the and James Lamb.
Second District,
San Pedro, Precinct No. 20. F. C.
(1--

Lo-pe-

Sa-lln-a

,IOSE LEON MADRIL.

'

For Sheriff,
CHARLES CLOSSON.
Treasurer
.''or Collector and
CELSO LOPEZ,
For Assessor,
A. ORTIZ.

MARCELINO

For Probate Judge,
ANTONIO

ALARID.

For Probate Clerk and
Recorder,
GEORGE W. ARMIJO.

For Superintendent of Schools,
JOHN V. CONWAY.
For Delegates to Che Constitutional
Convention...
T. B. CATRON,
J. W. AKERS,
J. A. WOOD,
.DAVID M. WHITE,
For delegates to the Republican
Convention at -- as Vegas:
T. B. CATRON,
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ.
MAX FROST,
DAVID M. WHITE,

j. w. aiders.

TELESFORO RIVERA,
VICTOR ORTEGA,
JOSE E. GOMEZ,

Republican County Central Committee.
DAVID M. WHITE,
DOLORES GARCIA,
JOSE
'
MAX. FROST,

'w...;.,JvW.
T. B.

AKKRA.
CATRON,
VICTOR ORTEGA,

..,

.;,
"

"

'W

CELSO LOPEZ,
JOHN PFLUEGER,
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO.
The above summarizes the resultof
the Republican County Convention

vi;m,,8 ...
the court house from eight to almost
WrnCIl

Was ill aeaaiuu

ten o'clock. It also represents har
mony brought about by compromise
and the disappearance of factions that
have divided the party in the county
for several years. The convention,
numerically, was not a Catron gathering, but nevertheless, Hon. Thomas
Benton Catron, dominated It from be- 'j' ginning to erid; foe made most of the
motions; (he nominated most of the
candidates and he managed to have
himself Included four times In the
above distribution of honors. He Is
evidently, the same old boss, or leader, as one jmay choose to look at It,
but as his victory was fairly won, by
a mere exhibition of backbone and
brains, no serious fault can be found
with the result. Only once, was
there a slip in his calculations. In the
nomination for assessor, but that was
only apparently and represented the
price paid for the majority vote of
the convention. To say that it was
Jilt Cheap Is putting it mildly. Mr.
Catron, graciously consented to give
the majority of the convention five
of the offices, if it would give him
the other five, the representation at
Las Vegas, the delegate to the constitutional convention, the chairmanship
of the committee on resolutions and the
The ofcounty central committee.
fices be conceded to his former opposition were those of nominees for the
House,' sheriff, two county commits- , a loners and superintendent of schools,
but that sacrifice on his part, .and
sacrifice It was, for he might ,have
had the entire ticket for the asking,
was also only an apparent one.
A Good Ticket.
But In the whole, the ticket Is a very
good one and will be elected from top
to bottom on November 6. The New
Mexican presents the above facts only
':
as a matter of news and history. They
would be well understood on the out- ' side, even it not recorded. The convention did not lack enthusiasm and
' there was lots of cheering not only by
the delegate but by loyal Republicans who crowded the court house so
that standing room was In demand.
The band of Antonio Alarld furnished
music during recess and other intervals. It was eight o'clock before' David
M. White, chairman
of the County
Central Committee called the meeting
to order. Marcellno A. Ortiz, secretary of the committee, read the call
at length and the list of delegates as
follows:
The Delegates.
Pojoaque, ..Precinct No. 1. Encarna-clo..
Romero, Pablo Gallegoa.
;

"

jlmenez, Martin Acuna.
Santa Fe, Precinct No. 3. Felicia-nSena, Felipe Archuleta, Jesue M.
Gonzales, Aflbinb Ortega, Camllo
Teletoro Rivera, Nicholas Sena,
:.
George W. Armljo.
Santa Fe, Precinct No. 4. David M.
White, Rlcardo Alarld, C. C. Cloason,
Seferlno Baca, Jose L. Lopez, Leandro
Martinez jr Gutierrez, Antonio Alarld
Celw Ortiz.
Agua Frla, Precinct No. 5. Pedro

Buell.

Ortiz, Precinct No. 22. Antonio
'
Jose Romero, Luciano Garcia.
It was the list as approved by the
county central committee In the afterMost of the delegates were
noon.
present In person, while all of those
absent were represented by proxy.
No Time Wasted.
After the reading the names of tlhe
delegates, no time was wasted, except
during a caucus which took place later. Although a motion by Marcellno
A. Ortiz to dispense with ti,e appointment of a committee on credentials
failed to carry almost unanimously
the same motion cam-leunanimously
when made by Thomas B. Catron. Evl
dently, he saw that it was not necessary to unseat the two contesting
delegations, one from Precinct No. 17,
and the other from Precinct No. 15.
He said that although he was certain
that hla delegation from Precinct No.
17, alone was entitled to seats In the
convention from- - that precinct, and
that his delegation from Santa Cruz
was also the proper one, yet, he would
waive his objections and would not
object to the roll as read, so as to
promote harmony and party success.
Permanent Organization.
It was also upon motion of Mr. Catron 4Ur- temporary organization was
dispensed with. In a highly eulogistic oration, he nominated David M.
Mr.
'hlte for permanent chairman.
and
White was chosen unanimously
made a' brief talk promising a square
deal all around. For secretary, J. L.
Lopez and Marcelino A. Ortiz were
nominated, but the first named with
drew and Ortiz received the vote of
the convention. For Interpreters, J.
L. Lopez and George W. Armijo were
named..
The Resolutions.
Upon further motion, a committee
on rules and order of business was
dispensed with and then the following
committee on resolutions was appointed:
Catron, Max Frost by C. A.
Wheelon proxy; Victor Ortega, J. W.
Akers and Rlcardo Alarld. There were
no serious differences in the committee. The resolutions as presented and
adopted are as follows:
Resolved by the Republican conven
tion of the County of Santa Fe as
sembled in the city of Santa Fe, New
-'

T.-B-

Mexico:

That we congratulate our party up
fact that harmony now prevails
amongst all Republicans In this coun-

on the

ty.
We endorse and adopt the principles
of the 'last National Republican con
vention. We believe In a tariff for
the protection of the laborer, manu
facturer and producer. We Insist upon
a continuation o. a sound money
standard; upon economy in all the
departments of our county and Territorial government; the reduction of
expenses and cutting down of taxes.
We Invite immigration and urge upon the United States government the
propriety of constructing water reservoirs and dams to enable us to extend the area of cultivated land.
Roosevelt and Andrews Endorsed.
We endorse the administration of
President Roosevelt and we also endorse our Delegate in Congress, Hon.
W. H. Andrews, for the energetic manner In which he performed the duties
of his office and workeJ for the Interests of New Mexico.
Confidence In Bursum .
We endorse the Hon. H. O.
end commend him for the able
and efficient manner In which he has
conducted the affairs of our party in
the Territory.
Territorial Administration Approved.
We endorse the administration of
Governor Hagerman In this Territory.
Vacancies.
Resolved, That the County Central
Committee Is hereby authorized to
fill all vacancies caused either by Ill
ness, resignation, death or otherwise.
Different planks were greeted with
prolonged cheers, especially those referring to President Roosevelt, Hon.
W. H. Andrews and Hon. H. O. Bur-su-

TAFT WOULD

HEARST

NO. 188.
TODAY'S SESSION
DISTRICT COURT PIKE'S

GULF STORM

Murder Case to Jury
Tomorrow Afternoon Is Prediction,

Romero-Sanche-

BE GOVERNOR

NOTHING TO SAY

GIG

NOW

About His Nomina Of Cuba at Once In States of South-Hea- vy
tion Governor of
in Case of InterRains and
New York
vention.
Wind.
BE

A

THIRD

TICKET

AT

4FEET0FmTEIIN

STREETS

In Field as Many Democrats Brigadier

Are Outspoken Against
Journalist.

General Arrived Of New Orleans and All the
This Morning Palma ActWires Are Down Mexin
Bad
Faith.
ico Suffers Too.
ing

New York, Sept. ' 27. William R.
Hearst, had nothing to say today concerning his nomination by the Democratic state convention yesterday. He
will deliver a speech at the county
fair at Poughkeepsie this afternoon.
May B Third Ticket to Defeat
Hearst.
Democratic party leaders showed
no disposition today to comment upon the ticket named last night or
upon the proceedings of the convention. District Attorney Jerome, said
the conference of
delegates would meet again soon at the
call of the chairman Edward M.
Sfoeepard of New York. The possibility that a third ticket will be placed
In the field Is generally commented
upon because of the bitter character
of some of the speeches delivered In
the convention when friends of Representative Sulzer resorted to a denunciation of Hearst.
Personnel of Ticket Which Caused
Fight.
The nominees of the Democratic
state convention are: For Governor,
William R. Hearst; Lieutenant Gover.
nor, L. S. Chanler; Secretary of State,
J. S .Whaien; Treasurer, Julius Haus-er- ;
Comptroller, M. H. Glynn: Engineer, F. W. Skene; Attorney General,
W. S. Jackson.
The nomination of
Hearst was made at 2 o'clock this
morning. The vote was Hearst 309;
Sulzer 124; Dlx 17. Hearst, Chanler
and Whaien are also members of the
independent League ticket.
President Will Keep Out of New York
Fight.
Oyster Bay,, N. Y., Sept. 27. If his
present plan is carried out President
Roosevelt will take no part in the
New York gubernatorial
campaign
this year;. While he was greatly
pleased with the selection' ofcharles
E. Hughes, as head of the Republican
ticket, his comment on the action of
the convention for the time being at
least will be confined to a telegram
of congratulations which he sent the
candidate last night.

Havana, Sept. 27 In spite of the
spirit of conciliation In which both
mode"ate and liberal leaders appeared before the commissioner
last
night, Secretary of War Taft and Assistant Secretary of State Bacon, today received confidential reports that
the government officials are uctlcg
unfairly and have no Intention to permit a settlement of the controversy
along the lines suggested In T.if'.'s
proposals to President. Palma. The
commissioners felt that a crisis will
be precipitated on theconveningof (he
Cuban congress tomorrow and are preparing to take hold then If necessary.
Taft Would Declare Himself
Governor.
Shou.d the landing of American
forces be required, Secretary Taft
lias decided to take over the government, instantly. He has received authority from President Roosevelt to
take this extreme step In which event
he will proclaim himself governor.
Hope of Peace Revived in Washington
Today.
The hope of peace In Cuba was revived among army and navy officers
in Washington by Havana dispatches
announcing Secretary Taft's plan for
dealing with President Palma and other moderate leaders which has caused
them to consider treating with the
insurgents. Many officers now say that
they believe the United States will be
able to restore peace without-sendin- g
a single American soldier to Cuba
and this opinion seems to be gaining
ground dally. Preparations for any
emergency that may arise in Cuba
have not been abated In the least.
General Funston Arrived at Havana.
Brigadier General Funston arrived
here today on the steamer Olivette.
He refused to discussants mission or
the prospects'Mr American intervention. The general, who was greeted
by the secretary of the American
legation will remain on board of the
steamer until late, in the day.
Commisioners Merely Cajoling
Cubans.
A protracted meeting of the Nation
al Liberty . party of which Governor
INVESTIGATING
Nuez Is the leader, adjourned early
COALLAND DEALS this morning after deciding to take
part in the meeting of the Democrats
Interstate Commerce Commission In this afternoon. Senor Nuez said today
Session in Denver After Union
that he did not believe any settlement
would be reached by the American
Pacific.
commissioners who he added were
(Denver, Colo., Sept: 27. At a meet- merely cajoling the Cubans. The shiping of the Interstate Commerce Com- ping of American troops to Cuba ac
mission in this city today Cyrus cording to the governor could only
Beard,, Justice of the supreme court mean Intervention,
of Wyoming, was on the stand. He
testified to having taken up coal land BRYAN LEADS
several years ago on the recommendaSTRENUOUS LIFE
tion of George L. Black, one of the
officials of the Union Pacific and that
about a month after completing the Taken From Train By Horsemen at
Vlnlta, Indian Territory, and
purchase of the land, he sold it to D.
0. Clark at an advance of $200. He
Spoke for an Hour.
said Black advanced the money with
which he .made the purchase. Beard
Vinita, I. T., Sept. 27. William J.
denied that he knew Clark was acting Bryan spent a strenuous day In the
for the Union Pacific. The testimony Territory today speaking here and at
today showed In a large number of other places. Mr. Bryan finished
cases, declaratory coal statements for speaking to a crowd from the rear of
Wyoming coal lands by Denver peo- his car at Muskogee at 1 o'clock this
ple who received S3 or $4 In each in- morning. At 7:30 this morning he was
stance for their declarations and re- escorted by four hundred "horsemen
he spoke
linquishments from the Union Pacific to a grove near
for an hour to a large crowd amid
Company.
much enthusiasm.
anti-Hear-

Vinita-where-

MISSOURI BICYCLIST
IN NEW MEXICO RAILROAD STRIKERS
BACK TO WORK
F. W. Johnson,

of Springfield, Rides
Wheel Through Southwest
Wabash Shop Men Secured Demand
On Pleasure Trip.
for Higher Wages and Eight
Hour Day.
Last evening about six o'clock F. W.
Johnson, who Is making a trip through
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 27. The strike
the west on a bicycle, reached this of the Wabash Railroad bollermakers,
city on his way to Las Vegas, where machinists and blacksmiths was terhe will await the arrival of C. L. minated today by the granting of the
Wright and J. C. Wright, all hailing Increase of wages after a conference
from Springfield, Missouri, Mr. John- between the strikers', committee and
son left his home in Missouri July 16, General
Manager Henry Miller. The
and has been on the road ever, since. terms were not made public.
He ispent three weeka in and around
Sallda, Colorado. He rides a wheel
of his own manufacture and which UNITED STATES GETS
was made especially for the trip he is
ANOTHER ISLAND
taking at present, which will be exArizona
and southern
tended through
Small Speck on Ocean Known as
California. Mr. Johnson reached
Palmas is Property of
at noon yesterday. He walkUndo Sam.
ed most of the distance from that town
to Santa Fe, as the mud Interfered
Washington, D. C, Sept. 27. It was
with hij riding. A good rain fell at
said
at the State Department that
Espanola and all the way between the
latter place and this city, Mr. John- there Is no doubt as to theof American
Palmas
son states that the sand in New Mex- ownership and control
on
Recess and Caucus.
ico Is not as bad as it might be, but Island, one of tlhe small islands
Upon motion of T. B. Catron a re- is bad enough to make him walk a the southeastern edge of the Philipcess of thirty minutes was declared great deal and to retard the speed pines. Eighteen months ago the War
by the chair so that the delegates which he would like to make.
The Department asked the State Departmight go Into caucus and agree upon trip "is made for the pleasure that Is ment to determine the status of the
island.
nominees. There were hurried con- In It. ......
and
sultations between candidates
MISSOURI RIVER STEAMER
their friends and pleadings with Mr. FOUR INDICTMENTS IN
LOR A ON RETURN TRIP.
Catron to permit the placing of this
COUNTY.
BERNALILLO
or that candidate upon the ticket.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 27. Four
Various compromises were suggested Indictments have been returned up
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 27. The
and several candidates were persuad- to date by the Territorial grand jury steamer "Lora" carrying a full cargo
ed to withdraw or to promise to with- In the district court for Bernall'lo of mixed goods for points -- between
County. Two are against prisoners here and the Mississippi River started
on a return, trip today to St. Louis.
(Continued on Page Eight)
now in the county Jail.

'

Bur-su-

.

".

New York, Sept. 27
Reports of
severe storms in Louisiana, Mississippi and Georgia were received here today. One telegram reads that there
are 4 feet of water In the streets of
New Orleans. Heavy rainfalls are reported at Vicksburg, Mississippi, and
Macon, Georgia. Telegraph service to
New Orleans is badly crippled.
Weather
Bureau - at
Washington
The weather bureau at Washington
today reported that tropical disturbances reach the Mississippi and the
southeastern Louisiana coasts and
were central this morning as a storm
of groat severity.
Reports from Mobile and Pensacola
are missing by
reason of the general prostration of
the wires.
High Winds and Heavy Rains Prevail.
A high wind and rain prevail over
Alabama, Mississippi
and southern
.oulslana. The tropical disturbance
will probably move northward during
the next twenty-fou- r
hours and cause
general rains east of the Mississippi
and "south of the Ohio, attended by
high winds.
Wires Down But New Orleans Known
to Be Damaged- The Gulf storm whioh began to
show force last night, has destroyed
all wire communication to
mobile
and New Orleans with Louisville,

Kentucky.
The storm appears to be general
between Montgomery and the Gulf and
westward to the Mississippi. Water
Is reported to be four feet In the
streets at Mosspoint, Misissippl. A
high wind Is blowing the water In
from the Gulf.
At 2:40 o'clock this
morning communication was restored
for a moment with Mobile which reported a gale blowing with rain fall
ing In torrents and the barometer fall
has
ing rapidly. No communication
been ieeei-ef"oin N'cw Orleans since
midnight. The last word said that, one
suburb was damaged somewhat by the
wind and the 'sudden raise of water to
four feet In Lake Poncha train.
Heavy Rains do Damage in Tropics of
Mexico.

Recent heavy rains have caused
much damage to the tropica in vast
portions of the Mexican country.
Rains on the Pacific slope have been
unusually torrential and railroad work
has been temporarily checked.
Wind Blowing at 60 Miles an Hour.
Communication with New Orleans
was had for a few minutes about 10:45
o'clock this morning, via Louisville,
Kentucky. A telegraph operator there
reported the wind blowing about sixty
miles an hour but the center storm
New Orwa3 east of New Orleans.
leans had suffered no serious damage
and no loss of life has iieen reKrted.
It Is considered probable that the
storm hit Mobile hard.
Terrible Storm Raging Says Report
From New Orleans.
For more than twelve hours a
tropical hurricane has been blowing
to
at a speed varying from thirty-fivsixty miles an hour, over the city of
New Orleans,
Wires are all down
between here and the Golf of Mex
ico point s -- where the storm Is report
ed to have struck heaviest. Washouts
are reported on all railroads. The
damage thus far is confined mostly to
the havoc of a tide driven, upon the
Gulf coast to' unusual heulghts. At the
mouth of the Mississippi, pilots are
compelled'to abandon their tows. Vessels are riding the storm in the open
gulf and none have attempted to enter the river since Tuesday night. All
rice fields are considerably damaged.
The damage to the city is small. That
part of New Orleans between Galvez
and Ursnllne Streets Is under a few
Inches of water. At noon there was
no Indications of an abatement of the
storm. Protracted
delay of news
from towns along the Gulf coast has
aroused apprehension.
e

The district court fur Santa Fe
County reconvened this morning at 9
o'clock, Judge John It. McFIe presiding. A. M. Bergere was at his post
as clerk. The Territory was represented by Attorneys E. A. Flske of
this city, .1. B. Lusk of Taos and Julius Staab of Albuquerque.
No witnesses were examined yesterday lu the case of the Territory
vs. Juan Manuel
Romero, charged
with the murder or Estevan Sanche,.
At 2 o'clock when court reconvened
afier the morning recess, adjournment was again taken until this morning. Six more witnesses for the pros
ecution were on the stand today, and
at noun the prosecution rested its
case. Judge McFIe stated during the
Intermission at uuon that, he anticipated the defense would have all of
its testimony lu by evening. In this
event, the case would so to the jury
some lime tomorrow, but probably not
before afternoon.
Ramon Sanchez, the father of the
young man who was killed by Rome
ro, ami against whom It Is alleged
threats wore also made by Romero,
was Hie last witness to testify for
the prosecution. The evidence he
gave was mainly In reference to the
condition of his son from the time of
the shooting until death ensued. He
i
also told of the
state
ment of his son on the day that the
shooting took place and which was
made in writing In the presence of
Justice of the Peace Marujo.
After Ramon Sanchez retired from
the witness stand the written declara
tion made while the victim of the
fatal affray believed
himself to be
dying, was introduced and the prose
cution then rested its case. T, B.
Catron, counsel for the defense objected to the admission of this signed
statement but the objections were overruled and the declaration was permitted to go in as testimony.
In his dying statement the deceased
recited in detail the manner of the
shooting and gave his version of the
causes that led up to it. He declared
that it was unwarranted, or words to
that effect. He also stated that Eu- sebio Sandoval, whom Romero had
taken along as a witness, had made no
effort to save him. This written statement as well as the letters introduced
as testimony was in Spanish language.
Telesforo Martinez, Llzardo Roybal,
and Blaz Sanchez, three of the mem
bers of the posse that aided the sher
iff In arresting Romero, were also on
the stand this' morning. Their stories
were almost identically the same, and
corroborated that of the other guards
who had testified on Tuesday. They
told of the voluntary statements made
to them or in their presence by Ro
mero after he had been taken into
custody for the crime. He admitted
having done the shooting, but claimed that he had only performed
his
luty.
Jose F. Cordova this morning told
of the conversation he bad toad with
Romero, on September 20, the day after Estevan Sanchez was shot. Cordova recited the exact words t'jat
passed between them as he remembered them. He said the defendant
gave the reasons why he bad shot
Sanchez, which wore on account of a
letter sent by Romero's daughter,
and which Sanchez claimed to have
destroyed. Witness stated further that
the defendant had made the remark
that he wasn't satisfied yet and
wouldn't be until he had killed the
principal, meaning Ramon Sanchez,
the father of the victim.
Lorenzo Sanchez was another wit
ness but his testimony was In substance the same as the others who had
talked wRh Romero after the shooting
but had not actually seen Sanchez attacked.
The defense stated Its case when
court reconvened this afternoon, af
ter which the witnesses for the de
fense appeared.
SOCORRO

REPUBLICANS
CRITICISED GOVERNOR.

BIG LAMB

COLORADO

Opened With Cold

Weather Threatening Snow.
KANSAS

CELEBRATES

100

At Republic City Where In
trepid Explorer First
Hoisted Flag.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 27.
Heavy skies and a temperature that
seemed to threaten snow rather than
rain, opened Pike's day of Pike Centenial week. The program as announced was carried out, some minor out
of door attractions,
however, being
dispensed with on account of the Inclement weather. The Pike monument
which was erected in Antler's Park,
waa unveiled at 10:30 a. m., with apChancellor
by
propriate addresses
Henry A. Buchtel of Denver, President of the Denver University, and
the Republican candidate for Governor of Colorado; Congressman Franklin E. Brooks, Governor Jesse F. McDonald, and Mayor Hendrlch all of
Colorado Springs.
Kansas Town Celebrates Memory of
Pike.
Republic City, Kans., Sept. 27.
This little city is celebrating the centennial of the visit of Lieutenant
M. Pike, who In ISufi upon his
return from the discovery of Pike's
Peak raised the American Hag in the
Pawnee Indian village here. In 1901
the state of Kansas erected a monument here to Lieutenant
Pike and
around this shaft the celebration centers. There are five thousand visitors
in the town and federal troops under
Captain Mott are participating in the
On Saturday
celebration.
Governor
Hoch and United States Senator Long,
will make speeches.
See-biilo-n

MANUEL HERRERA
OF SANTA CRUZ DEAD
Brother Attending County Convention
Notified By Wire Funeral Will
Be Held Friday.
Gregorlo Herrera, of Sauta Cruz,
who has been in the city for several
days on a visit and who was a delegate to yesterday's Republican conven-

tion, at 8 o'clock last night received
a dispatch announcing the sudden
and unexpected death of his oldest
brother Manuel Herrera, which oc
curred at Santa Cruz at 8 o'clock yes.
terday morning. He hurried home
this morning via the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad to be present at the
funeral of the deceased which will
take place In his native town tomorrow; the remains are to be burled In
the ancient parish church at that
place.
Deceased was 58 years of age and
a member of one of the oldest and
best known families In nothern Santa
Fe County. He was a farmer and land
owner, a good man, highly respected
and well liked by this neighbors and
all those who knew him. He leaves
a widow, two sons, two daughters,
three brothers and numerous other
relatives, as well as many friends and
acquaintances to mourn his loss. Hli
mother is also alive, being 78 years
of age and still hearty.

SANTA FE BANKER
IS PRESIDENT
Of New

Mexico Association
Meeting Will be Held in
This City.

Next

Special to the New Mexican.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept 27.
The
first meeting of the New Mexico Bankers' Association, which met in this
city Tuesday and Wednesday, adjourned yesterday afternoon. The followR.
ing are the new officers elected:
J. Palen, Santa Fe, president; E. A.
t
Cahoon, Roswell, vice president;
Raynolds, Las Vegas, secretary;
J. B. Herndou, Albuquerque, treasurer. The three members of the executive committee are: Benjamin Sher-rod- ,
of Raton, chairman; Josph Price,
,
of Socorro, and u H. Brown, of
members.
Benjamin Sherrod.
Jefferson Raylonds, E. A. Cahoon, W. D.
Murray and L, H. Brown, were appointed a committee of five to attend
the National Bankers' convention at
St. Louis. The next convention will
be held at Santa Fe.
'

Socorro, N, M., Sept. 27. The So
corro County Republican delegate
convention was held here yesterday.
In addition to favoring joint statehood, endorsing the national administration, Delegate Andrews and H. O.
Bursum, the resolutions adopted criti
cised Governor Hagerman for the
course he pursued In the Bursum In
vestigation. The following delegates
were selected to represent the county
at the Territorial convention In Las
40 ARMED MEN
Vegas:
H. O. Bursum, A. C. Abelta, J. E.
CAPTURED TOWN Torres,
Domingo Baca, Harvey Richards, J. A. Torres, Leandro Baca, J.
A
27.
spec- E.
Houston, Texas, Sept.
Manuel
S. Pino, Abran
Griffith,
ial to the Chronicle from Eagle Pass
W. E. Martin.
Abelta,
says a telephone message received
there from Jlminez, thirty miles up
the Rio Grande River, states that for- PORTO RICO HAS
ty men raided the town last night,
AN EARTHQUAKE
placed the mayor, the chief of police,
the treasurer, and other officials In
jail and are now In control. The wire Which Lasted for 30 Seconds San
Juan People Fled
was cut before the message was finNone Killed.
ished. Government troops arrived on
a special train today and are hasten
San Juan, Porto Rico, Sept. 27.
Advices of a battle
ing to Jlminez.
of
are expected momentarily. Ciudad de This city experienced a series
shocks today be
Porlflrio Diaz, across the river from heavy earthquake
Eagle Pass is quiet today but many ginning at 10:45 o'clock and lasting
Mexicans came over to sleep last thirty seconds. The terror stricken
inhabitants fled to the streets. No
night,
damage Is as yet reported.
DEAL.

Charles Chadwick, a sheep dealer
of Albuquerque, has purchased
the
lambs of M. S. Pino, of Socorro, numbering many thousands. The animals
will be delivered In October. They
will average
seventy . pounds. The
figures are private.

IN

WEST INDIES EXPERIENCE
EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS
St. Thomas, D. W. I., Sept. 27- .There was a sharp protracted earth
quake here early this morning but no
damage was done.

Hal-lot-

Dem-lug-

BLUE JACKETS TO
SEE HOLY LAND
At Expense of Uncle Sam Did Good
Work In Taking Dry Dock
"Dewey" to Philippines.

Wahlngton, Sept. 27. Orders have
been Issued by the Navy Department
for the refrigeration
of the ship
"Glacier" now en route from Suez to
Port Said, and she Is to proceed to
Jopha. The order gives the crew an
opportunity to visit the Holy Land.
This Is somewhat of an unusual privilege and Is accorded because of the
men's arduous experience In conducting the dry dock "Dewey" to the
Philippines.
Subscribe tor the Dally New
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TIMELY FINANCIAL WARNING.
Sooroliiry of the Treasury Leslie
M. Shaw does not believe In the use
of Uncle Sam's funds for speculative
purposes and has therefore Issued a
circular to banks which are U. S. de
positories in whU'h 'he says: "I
am advised mat many minus scat
Ithe
tered throughout
country are
loaning their surplus funds through
brokers and others In New York on
I am
cull at high rates of interest.
not 'willing that government money
siliall be enticed away from the locality where it has been deposited, for
the purpose of being used in this way.
Public deposits are mado in aid of
legitimate business as distinguished
If you have more
from speculation.
money than your community can appropriately absorb please return it to
ulie treasury, for It. can he promptly
placed where it will do much good."
that on
When it Is considered
I, Uncle Sam hud $347,00(1,000
in his treasury vaults, or $43,000,000
it
mure than the year before, then
can be realized how the Secretary of
the Treasury Is in position to dominate the money market and if necessary lo relieve a money slrlngency.
'Phut this power must be exercised
conservatively and wisely goes without,
saying and Secretary Shaw's
warning at Mils time, Is no doubt very
opportune, for in Mie season
the spirit, of speculation Is
most, rampant, and recent heavy bank
failures should be au Intlniallon that
It.
is Mine to put on the financial
brakes.

DANGER

A

4.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
75
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Diseases Are Too Dangerous
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
The great danger of kidney troubles
Is that they get a firm hold before the
sufferer recognizes them. Health Is
Back ache,
gradually undermined.
headache, nervousness, lameness
lumbago, urinary troubles, dropsy, diabetes and Brlght's disease fol
uon i
low In merciless succession,
Kidneglect your kidneys. Cure the
remsafe
and
certain
the
with
neys
has
edy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which
cured people right here in Santa Fe.
of San
Charles Harris,
tue acuuib
Street, says:
Miguel
across the small of my back was not
the kind that comes (rom overwork, It
was deeper seated and much more
naiuftil. positively proving to me that
some inward cause existed. When an
attack was in the aggravated stage, i
could not stoop to put on a shoe or
lilt anv weight and if I managed to
when I
stoop after suffering twinges
to
excruciating
went
straighten
pangs were sure to be my reward.
Doan's Kidney Pills procured at Ireland's Pharmacy stopped every ag
gravated attack."
For sale by all dealers, nice u
uo
iiiuimu,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
lake no other.
Kidney

sore-ues-

AUNT CYNTHIA
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I
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1906.

THE PALACE J10TEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

Original.

One of the Beit Hoteli

As Reginald Crane and his newly
wedded wife stepped on the train to go
to his homo a telegram was handed
him. A cloud gathered on his brow.
"What Is It?" asked his bride anx-

k the West

CuMm and Triato Scrrtoa Unacdhd

Rku for Cwifrhl TttTtte

iously.
"Uncle Frank Is dead."
"Well?"

"That means trouble for us. Aunt
Cynthia has been very near to me. I
am her only near kin. Aud I must
give her a home."
"I have heard that your aunt Is a
delightful old lady."
"8he is, but she has suffered much,
and her uerves are unstrung. Uncle
Frank understood her coudltlou, and
nowthat be Is gone I alone understand
It. He as her husband and by dispoTHE W6 REPORT OF THE SANTA well conducted, harmonious and earnsition was well fitted to bear with her,
est in the endeavor to heal the breachFE SYSTEM.
to comfort aud encourage her. For this
of
In
recent
the party organization
The annual report of the Atchison, es
she will now look to me."
Topeka 41 Simla Fe Railway system years and to instill confidence for the
Friends, relatives, connections, waitto the railroad commissioners of the future In the delegates, in the nomied expectantly to discover If Reginald
state of Kansas for the year ending nees and in the Republican voters.
would provide a home for his aunt,
June "Otli, lHOli, is a document that The endorsement of Delegate W. 11.
They said nothing to him, but the womi'i well worthy of attention and con- Andrews is especially commendable
en cackled among themselves. They
sideration by the people of New Mex- as the Delegate deserves well of
did not doubt that Reginald would do
ico. The system has been the main Siuua Fe County, Indeed
very well,
his duty, but they wondered If his wife
railroad artory in this Territory since lie has done more than any oilier
would permit him to do it. The young
1SS0, is such today and will remain one mail for the material prosperity
couple satisfied the family's expectaso for many years to come. Its lines and advance of t'he county by bringtions by Inviting Aunt Cynthia to make
traverse the most populous sections of ing Into New Mexico he capiltil with
her home with them, and she removue1,
and
our
complete
Don't
targe
forget
south
to
and
the Territory from north
which the Santa Fe Central Railway
All
work
bag und baggage, to their house. Sha
and
department.
U
job
will
have nun tliis
bindery
by the first of December
to Torrance was con
city
was naturally frank, Impulsive, genermost
the
la
handled
work
in operation an Important east and
tracted and by which the Ustanc.ia
One trial makes you a per- ous ludeed, nmoug those who were not
manner.
west, line from Texioo, on the Texas
THE OFFICERS OF THE WOOL
Valley was opened to settlement. Sanconstantly with her was very popular.
manent customer.
border to the Arizona frontier in the
Fe Republicans are loyal to the
GROWEKS' CONVENTION.
She stepped from her own household,
west. One of its branches also cov- National administration and
The election of Harry F. Lee, of Althey so
which she had managed for forty years,
of
the
BARGAINS.
ers the southeastern part
NEW MEXICAN
of guest in the houseto the
xpressed themselves in a proper res buquerque, as secretary and treasurThe road secures much profit
Herewith are some bargains offered hold of position
As to the e'lmrac- - er of the Sneei and Wool tirowe-- s'
olution
Mar ha Crane.
yesterday.
MexComable business in and from New
Mexican
New
Printing
the
a
by
er and standing of eacli candidate Association, of New Mexico, was
"She'll make it hot for us both,"
ico. Its prosperity as a whole reflects
Civil Procedure of the
and his fitness for the position to commendable act on the part of the pany: Code of
remarked the young man to himself,
the condition of business and finance which he has been
1897,
sheep
of New Mexico,
but to his wife lie said he sincerely
nominated, the executive committee which had tliis Territory
The rein the Sunshine Territory
Mr. Leo Is one of bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri hoped the old lady would lie happy In
.New Mexican will have more to say matter in charge.
in
the
.Mexports show phenomenal growth
Pleading forms, $i; Missouri Code her new home und make them happy
urlng the campaign and from day Hie rising young citizens of New
road's business, although its extenwho has for several years been Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt too. The Van Winkle family, who were
in
o
ico,
situation
this
The
day.
political
sions during the ilscal year ended dune
of New
most Interested iu Aunt Cynthia's wel
is in good shape for Repuhli- the trusted and efficient secretary of ed to New Mexico Code, Laws
30th, and for which the report is made, county
1901, and 1903, English
has
and
Uotfd
1899,
Mexico,
afthe
of
i.anitary
Sheep
this
condition
an success and
fare, waited and watched to see huw
have not. been great.
pamphlet. $2.25; full their relative would lie treated, espe
a pei formed the important duties there and Spanish
can
be
Increased
lirs
by
greatly
treatin
The Topeka Daily Capitol
Flexible-Covechilly by Martha. It was not long bestrenuous aim enicieni cam- of in a most satisfactory and efficaci leather, $3; SherlC's
ing the subject says that the Santa proper,
is competent, reliable Pocket Docket, single, $1.25: two or fore they learned from the old lady
ous
lie
way.
Fe's annual report to the State Board paign management.
and experienced, and will do his full more hooks. $1 each; New Mexico Su- herself that while Reginald was the
of Railroad Commissioners for the
work of the preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10. Inkindness, he hud made
AND share towards making the
perfection
year' ending June 30 last, shows an THE RECORDS OF ANDREWS
should
it
what
be, namely, clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- a very un ortuuate marriage.
Aunt
association
LARRAZOLO.
two
in
last
the
years
increased mileage
a benefit to the commonwealth and to poration Laws 75c; Compilation Minwua one of those persons who
Cynthia
of
as
the
conventions
one
121
One
of
of
miles
by
for the entire system
of must have
the great industry invo.ved.
confidants, uud, honestly being Laws, 50c; Money's Digest
track, with no increased 'mileage in the Republican party for the election
wool growing, it New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $0.50; lieving that she was being very badly
and
raising
Sheep
Kansas. Meantime the stock capitali- of delegates to the Las Vegas conven is estimated by those who ought to
treated by her nephew's wife, sh
full list school blanks.
zation of the system has increased tion are held, are they ranging them- know, has
brought between eleven and
poured a tale of woe into the ears of
from $233,486,000 two years ago, when selves on t'he side favorable to the twelve million dollars into tills Terrl
every relative. Her defense of RegiRAILROAD RATES.
the last report was made to the state, reiiomination of Delegate V. II. An- tory during the years of 1905 and
nald counted for nothing with these
for
demand
due
to
relieve
In
dol
order
Mr.
be.
50
million
drews. This is as it should
to $283,480,000, or by
It tnerefore easily stands very
19t)6.
and other people, because they said he knew
in San Francisco
labor
lars. The funded debt capitalization Andrews, as is well known, has been
well
being
wheu he married Martha Grant that
high in the siipiwrt and
In 'California the Atchison, Tomeantime ha 3 increased from $239, instrumental in bringing millions of of the
That the organization points and Santa Fe
people.
his uncle would not live long and liln
Its
3C mil
puts
or
to
Railway
Ter
Sunshine
the
of
by
to
dollars
$275,434,800,
432,050
capital
and t lie work of the association will peka
aunt would ueed a home; therefore
ef
to
into
California
in
rates
colonists'
and
in
increase
railroads
total
lion dollars;
capital
ritory for investment
aid the indusitiry many fold cannot be
he should not have married at all.
of
27
Sepinstead
8G
Pas
to
on
million dollars.
the two years,
August
other business enterprises; owing
when It is coiusid fect
This was the position taken by th?
especially
gainsaid,
senger earnings for the system iiave his efforts principally, the Santa Fe ered tihat it has such an experienced tember 15 and t'hey will continue daily Van Winkle
family, aud Peter Van
until October 31 inclusive.
increased in these two years by a Central Railway, 116 milps long from and
tnorough going business man and
Winkle, whjn the old lady one day
M,
J.
passenger
Connell,
little over a million dollars, or 17 per Santa Fe to Torrance, was built and
general
raiser as Honorable Solomon
flounced out of her nephew's house and
of the Atchison, Topeka & San- cent. The gross earnings have in is now in operation; the Eastern Rail- sheep of Valencia
Luna,
vowed she would no longer live with
County, as its presi- agent
dollar-s
in
ot
37
million
creased from
miles dent, and such a competent secretary la Fe Railway, has notified ageuts
way of New Mexico, forty-fiva woman who persisted in ill treating
47
1902 to 41 millions in 1904, and
rates to
uiig with a brunch line of eighteen as Mr. Lee. In addition. Its executive the fact that the colonists'
her, cut Reginald on the street. Other
million dollars in 1900, being more miles- to the Hagan coal fields, is par board consists of the
right kind of the northwest are effective this year relatives fo'wed suit, aud It was not
27
than 10 million dollars greater this tially constructed and will no doubt men who can be
of
instead
from
September long before the young couple were
August
depended upon to do
and 6 millions be
year tnan in 1902
completed in. due course of time every! lung possible to carry out ns 15 and will continue daily until Oc- estranged f' oin every one of the hus1904.
in
The
than
freight and as soon as certain financial transgreater
shoiiu lie the objects of the or- tober 31 inclusive.
band's faui"7.
business in Kansas increased from actions which are now being consid- they
Colouists' special rates to Mexico
A singula' feature of discord is that
ganization.
under 15 million dollars in 1904 to ered can be successfully closed. As
via the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe it is catching. After an explosion with
above 1 millions in 190C. Gross earn
Governor Hugermnn has the case of Railway are effective this year be- Auut Cynthia the nerves of the husDelegate, lie has done yeoman' work
ings in Kansas Increased from 21
for the party and for I'he people; es Sneritl i.eandro
Baca, of Socorro ginning August 27 Instead of Septemband and wife were so rasped that
millions in
millions in 1904 to 24
pecially in the matter of
securing County, c.arged with malfeasance in ber 15. General Passenger Agent J. they at times fell to quarreling, livery
Inof
road
1906.
mite
Earnings per
of oftlc under consideration. A hearing M. Connell has notified agents of the couple has its own troubles to meet
and the establishment
creased from $8,273.b0 to $9,469.91, pensions
In the matter of logisla-tkiwas bad last Saturday and attorney's railroad and connecting lines ot the without being culled upon to suffer
postoffices.
Net earnings from operation in Kan
he has been successful in secur- briefs are to lie submitted. It should change. Those special rale's will be in needless complications, uud the Cranes
two years ago and
sas were $8.C66,2-iing large appropriations for Mie V. S. be remembered right here that Mr. effect dally to October 31 Inclusive. had theirs. The two together so wore
$9,157,396 tills year.
Indian Training Schools in Santa Fe Baca is a Democrat and was elected For particulars Inqu re of any agent, on them that they were at times in but
net
in
the
whole
the
system,
Taking
little better coudltlou than Auut
and Albuquerque; the Liiw donating to on the Democratic ticket of Socorro Santa Fe.
come from operation after paying ex
t'he city of Albuquerque 610 acres as County, November, 1901, to the office.
O. H. DONART,
Cynthia. So it got out, through Aunt
peri jes, maintenance, equipment, etc. a
of the
Chieftain
was
Socorro
The
M.
his
and
(he
work
N.
says
Santa
Cynthia, that Martha Crane was a
Fe,
public
Agent,
park
was this year a little over 18 million
aud poor dear Reggie was havion:
shrew
slluat
a
for
statute
$100,000
appropriating
dollars, an Increase over 1904 of about
"Leandio Baca is honest enough for
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
ing a terrible life with her. This story
1
The Santa Fe federal building in the Duke City
million dolla-- s.
Herewith ure some bargains offered was confirmed wheu at last Regluald
ist certainly go to his credit. When a Democratic siieriiT. nut not nonesi
lias other income from sources not
no nas enough for a Republican sheriff, ac- by the New Mexican Prlutlig Com broke down with nervous prostration.
ever ana wherever
possinie
but
outside
from
of earnings
specified,
of cording to some standards."
labored to build up the interests
pauy: Code of Civil Procedure of the Peter Van Winkle heard of It on his
operation, amounting this year to $11,- of New Mexico, 1897, sheep way to prayer meeting aud mentioned
in
Con
Mexico
New
her
and
Territory
citizens,
825,881. The .same item of income two
Charles M. Schwab is still in the bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri It in his address to the heavenly
years ago amounted to 8,GU,787. an gress and out of Congress. He has
been very attentive and careful in the ring Willi the steel Trust magnates, Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code throne, calling the Lord's attention to
increase since then of upwards of
the consequences of persons uot domillion dollars. The company owns discharge of his duties, and no man, although they deposed him several Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapting their duty.
ed
Mexico
adto
New
of
Laws
New
ever
Code,
has
how
Texas
no
matter
lias
He
bougiht
humble,
ago.
just
bonds
years
stocks and
aggregating upwards
Reginald got better after awhile, but
1901,
aud
in
1899,
Mexico,
'his
aid
1903,
his
ihim
for
the
asked
and
Star
English
Stale
In
Lone
dressed
the
Citv
of 11 million dollars. Two years ago
the
aunt, not finding another home
1905
and
received
but
has
his
$3;
of
who
leather,
it.
English
Spanish
purpose of owning a seaport
reported the valuation of these official capacity
to her taste, came back aud setmillion dot it and Ulie Delegate was glad so to do. own and has also acquired Iron Moun- and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full suited
stocks and bonds at
tled again with the Cranes. Mrs. Crane
Mr. Andrews Is a plain and unas tain in the same state, an enormous Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;
lars, and lis interest and dividends re
Flexible
Cover - Pocket became more and more rasped, losing
Iron
of
ceived from them were $888,169. II suming man of business. He is affable, nass
ore,
covering Sheriff's
'
two
or flesh all the while, till at last one
$1.25:
has
He
In
rne
Docket,
courteous.
cordial
acres.
one
and
single,
not
clear where its unspecified
tiliousanil
is
pur
great
Mexico
more
spring she was obliged to go Into the
Su
New
$1
a.
each;
books,
come of above li million dollars comes Influence with the administration and chase price was
round million but
Aunt
from.
The net income available for in the Senate and House of Repre- what, is a million dollars to a disciple preme Court Reports, Nos 3 to 10, Iu country early and recruit.
to go, too, but by this
dividends for this year is reported at sentatives of the 59th Congress, as is of Andrew Carnegie? New Mexico elusive, delivered at publisher's price, Cynthia begged
out of which it paid as well shown by what .he lias accom needs a Charles Schwab or two to de- $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation time Reginald and Martha, who saw
$12,887,2-10for a
dividends on common stock at. 4 per plished. Compare this record with the velop its latent iron and steel possi- Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws. that unless they could get a rest
to
to
both
have
would
time
go
Mexico
they
New
of
on
50c;
stock
and
cent $4,080,000
Money's Digest
or.e made by Octaviano A. Larrazolo, bilities.
preferred
demurred.
an
flatly
asylum,
full
5
at per cent $6,574,300, or in all divi Democratic nominee for Congress, and
sheep, $6.50, delivered;
Reports,
"Why uot spend your summer with
full list school blanks.
dends of $10,054,301).
t'hen choose for yourself. Facts speak
It is rather .hard lines to 'ask the
the Van Winkles?" they suggested.
The report of the Santa Fe shows for 'themselves. He who reads may
Republican Territorial convention at
But the Van Winkles had their plaus
the revenue from passenger traffic to veto and certainly ought to vote right Las
Work For You In California.
Vegas on Saturday to mix into There's
all
formed, and these did not Include
be for the year 2 cents a mile for which will he to cast his ballot for
of
find
All
labor
classes
may
steady
county contests and to be arbiter beAunt Cynthia. They all weut to their
in San Francisco.
carried, including the
every passenger
of W. H. Andrews on tween
Top
employment
Howcontesting delegations.
to the
deadheads.
notch wages; higher than eastern country places and each wrote
.November 6th next.
ever, If harmony results, and factional
other: "Just think of poor Aunt
Construction
Perfect
climate.
scale.
differences are settled authoritatively,
at a season when It Cynthia getting through the long sumOF YESTERDAY'S THE SCENIC HIGHWAY SHOULD
THE ACTION
the Influence will lie for the good. work possible
elsewhere.
ceases
Invest $25 In a mer as best she can. 1 would like to
BE COMPLETED.
CONVENTION.
are
all controversies
Fortunately,
On
via Santa Fe tear the hearts if they had hearts out
ticket.
sale
The esteemed Optic Is iu error entirely of a local nature and do not railroad
The action of the Republican con
of her nephew aud ills vixen wife."
until
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31, 1900, Inday.
every
Mexican
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New
It
the
that
besays
affect the .party at large. Never
vention of Santa Fe County yesterday
Not only did the summer plaus of Vm
Illustrated
leaflet
clusive.
showing
be
the
Scenic
thinks
that
Highway
fore has t'he party been so united
In .receiving several leaders of the so-relatives uot Include Aunt Cynthia, but
to
of
who
free
those
rate
apwages,
is
move- gins and ends at Santa Fe. That
called Independent-RepublicaTerritorially as at present.
when they were at home their Invitaply to G. n. Donart, Agent Santa Fe,
ment and placing them upon the tick- just what the New Mexican complains
tions to her were limited. She was
Mexico.
New
et nominated as candidates for im about. At- present the road ends and
That there Is trouble In Republican
handy with her needle, and wheuever
be
Fe.
should
What
at
Santa
portant positions, was very magnani begins
ranks In Bernalillo County is not to
sewing was to be doue it was "Dear
mous and the New Mexican hopes it done is to connect the three pieces he denied, and yet. It looks as if this
Aunt Cynthia, come aud lunch with us.
will prove for t'he best Interests of of road that now exist, and end at will not. endanger Republican success
Come at 0 n. m. aud spend the day."
the people and of the party. The the forest reserve line. The 'New on the Delegate ticket in t'he coming
Aunt Cynthia never suspected that she
Mexican
construction
advocates
that
ticket as a whole is as well construct
was ueeded for a purpose.
campaign. Both factions will likely
not
ithe
from
end
Las
should
Vegas
ed as it could have been under the
When Aunt Cynthia died the relasupport the renomination and election
reserve
tlhe
ait
but
forest
line,
circumstances considering the several stop
tives concluded totorgive the Craues,
of Delegate W. II. Andrews. Fights
both husband and wife. Feter Van
elements that were combined In the should be pushed to the Pecos River will happen in the best regulated poliLOCAL TIME TABLE.
convention to bring about Its nomina and similarly the two separate stretch- tical families, especially In counties
Winkle, the next time he met Reginald,
Arrive.
hand.
tion. Some of the nominees are first es of the road on the Santa Fe side where the party majority has been as
advanced with outstretched
12:01 p. no. Reginald walked by him with eyes iu
class men and It certainly looks at of the Pecos River. Unless the Scenic great for many years as it ihas been No. 721
Is
as
No. 723
completed
originally in the county named.
:15p. m. front,- and when be met the other Van
this writing as If every nominee Highway
No. 725
.....11:30 p. m. Winkles be did the same by them.
would be successful at the polls. The 'planned it will be a useless monu
ment to an expensive piece of public
Depart.
"Why," asked a mutual friend, "don't
Republican party of Santa Fe County
Evidently some one told the marines No. 720
while if it is completed be
......10:00 a. m. you accept the olive branch? Have
may now be considered united an folly,
stationed in the Mare Island Navy
or
tween
at
Santa
and
Fe
Ias
4:20 p. in. they treated you so badly?"
Vegas,
No. 722
will present a solid front to Its Dem
Yard that It was much better to work
8:50 p. m.
"No," replied Reginald; "they treated
ocratic opponent. Officials heretofore least, from the latter city to the Santa for five dollars a day In tlhe city of No. 724
of great
No. 722 connects wi h No. 1 west.
elected by it and especially during Fe River, it will be not only
my auut badly."
San Francisco than to be a marine
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
BRUCE PARKER.
the past ten years, have, except in a commercial value but also an example at sixteen dollars per month. Judging
No. 1 stops at all stations.
few isolated Instances, performed for future road building.
from the recent desertions from the
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
their duties faithfully, honestly and
marine corps on the Pacific coast, the
The New Mexican Printing Company
Five hundred of tlhe "best, citizens'
well and there has been no corrup
heeded the advice to Albuquerque to discharge passen- has on hand a
marines
evidently
In
of
.lowest
are
large supply ot pads
the
Mobile,
Alabama,
mis-afrom
Santa
Fe.
d
tlon, no dishonesty and no
and would remain marines no longer. gers
and tablets suitable for school work,
of
humiliation
started
depths
they
G. H. DONART,
ministration of public affairs. The
"That will do to tell me marines" will
the desk, and also for lawyers and
finances have been fairly well guard to pull off a lynching and a foxy sher- not work In tna case.
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
iff fooled them.
merchants; good anywhere. We will
east
Ticket
ed and taking it all in all the. record
Craton
Office,
Blk.,
City
sell them at five cents In book form,
of Republican officials Is clean and
SHf.U Fe. New Mexico,
It seems as if your Uncle Samuel tde
but will give a discount on nnnntltles.
So
is
far as the Democratic party
That this will continue
satisfactory.
would have to intervene In Cuba.
to be the case if the ticket nominated concerned Mr. Bryan seems to have Thanks to President Roosevelt and a
The New Mexican can do printing
The New Mexican Printing Company
yesterday shall be successful and swapped his crown of thorns for a watchful Republican administration equal lo that done in any of the large
is prepared to furnish cards de vlsite
tlhere is every reason to believe that Czar's crown and a snake whip.
everything Is ready and no harm will cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
noit will be so, the New Mexican thinks,
ensue to the Interests of this country work we turn out' Try our work once for ladles or gentlemen on short
In first class style at reasonable
and it will do its best to see that this
will
come
tice,
We
and
Is
the
to
nor
will
on
certainly
a
again.
you
be
retired
Carribean
in
Sea,
the
Major Dreyfus
will 'be consummated and become ac- pension.
So that Is all the glory he government of Cuba be interfered with have all the facilities for turning out prices, either engraved or printed. Call
tual during t'he years 1907 and 1908. is to get out of his restoration
to in the least unless Its people so de- pverv class of work, Including on of on the New Mexican Printing Con
The convention was very orderly,' the French army,
the best binderies In the wet
pan? and leave your order.
sire.
The New Mexican Is the oldest ne wspaper in New Mexico. It Is seut to
i m
and growing circulation
every poMofflce In the Territwt.
among the Intelligent and progressive peopie oi uie Southwest.
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PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Foster-MUOu-

Palace Avenue
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LACOME & GABIrE, Proprietora.
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
llefltrd. Electric Lighted. Eveiy Room a Good One. Short Order
department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Cofonado Hotel
LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
Of the Coronado Restaurant
Will Do His Own Cooking From This On.
The Coronado i3 the place whers you get the best 25 cent
meal in the City. First Class Short Order. Service a la
Carte. Try us. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FURNISHED ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
South Side Plaza.
San Francisco St.
G.

.
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-

,

m

(j. LUPf HEKRF IM, .Proprietor.
bAKTA FE, NfcW MEXICO.
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SANTA FE SANITArAlUFt
Modern Scientific Methods for Treat

TENT.

COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE

tntnt of Disease.

OF TUBERCULOSIS

1'nr-so- n
Dktt ami treatment u approved by leading medical authorities.
study anil iilteiillon given each ease. Separate hospital for fever
and oilier patlen I s . 1m ir tui tlier purtieiilars address,

n

:DR J. II.

fl

EI.OAN, Medical

Dhcetor, SANTA IT,, N.

M.

IBdCtB

TO

TD

OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

rine wines. Li q uursana cigars.

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

:

:

:
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Undertakers 2td
Embalmcrs
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Undtow' i Office Btrildifl.
DT TtlcpoM 35.

K.T)

a

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

-

Atatomolbiile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY
The short line between Santa I".,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Boswell
und the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and nulls at least 24 hours In
time In making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east and
est.

Leave Torrance for Roawell dally at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p,
m. This la the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favor-ablconditions, the trip is made In
about half the time. Drips and hand
sachels carried, but canuot handle
trunks at present
4 a. m.,

J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, RoiweH, Few

e
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WILLARD

PROCEEDINGS COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS

BAJVI

Santa Fe, N. M July 28, 1906.
The Board of County Commission-ermet at 11 o'clock a. tu. In regular
session.
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1170, ?
There were present: A. L, Kendall
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President
JOHN H. VAUGHN. Cashier.
and
The A. T. & S. F. Railroad VmPany will sink fourteen deeD wells fit Willrinl - find niinm tv,'ifnr
Jose I. Roybal, commissioners,
not a a iha
nstr ruin,i
ru fur it,iiv
......
mi,,.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
i
i
iuu jvwwn
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
i..
j utj will'
iouum,
and Marcos Castillo, clerk.
has
Assistant Cashier,
acres
town
pany
si
bought twenty
site and is negotiating for forty acres more.
The minutes of ithe nrevlniis mwl.
adjoining the
I
and approved
J7a I Ingrnwere read J..,..
.... Ill .
vu iiiuLiua uuiy Hwouueu,
collector
urslua and Un'lvt led Profit
Capital 1I0,M.
5BM.
and Treasurer Celao Lopez was order
ed ami directed to allow Mls Mary
E. iJIssette exemption for 1905.
Transacts a general banking buslnase In all Ite branohea.
Loans
Wlllard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now. The town site Is
On motion dully seconded, Collector
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
owned by
and
Treasurer
Celso
was
sells
bonds
and
uoez
In
and
stocks
direct
all markets for
aecurlty. Buys
ed to strike from the rolls the assess
Its customers. Buys and sells domeetlo and foreign exchange and
ments against Allen Bucher for the
makee telegraphic transfers of monoy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terme aa are given by any
years 1899 to 1905, inclusive, lie having been erroneously assessed.
agency, public or private. Intereet a'lowed on time deposits at the
Ge"' Mflr- WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
On motion duly seconded, Collector
rate of three per cent per annum, on a elx month' or year'a term,
Secretary.
c BECKER( Treurer
L0U3
direct-eand
Treasurer
was
Celso
on
Loiez
i Liberal advances made
consignments of Mvs stock and products.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
to allow exemption to Alfredo Hino-The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, has charge of the sale of lots In the absence of Mr. Corbett.
jos and Rosarlta Ortiz de Hlnijos for
aim to extend to them as nosral treatmsnt In all rsspects, as Is con- eletent With safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety De-- 5 the years 1901. 1902, 1903 and 1905.
The assessment of Miss Annie Mug- posit boxes for rei.t, The patronage of the publlo le respectfully so- - f
ler was finally fixed on real estate in ers met at 10
llclted.
o'clock, a. m., In special Mrs. 13. L. Trigg, Durango; F. W.
FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
Precinct No. 18, $50.
RaiTy FINE
session.
Johnson, Sallda, Colorado; Jose du
Oue of the best fruit ranches in
Exemption allowed Frank Stnrges,
There
Selig-mawere
Arthur
Jesus
present:
Ortiz, Pojoaque.
northern Sauia Fe County, about twena..
Precinct 4, for the year 1905.
chairman; A. L. Kendall and
Coronado.
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906. ty mile from this city, U for sale,
The board then adjourned until 2 Jose I,
ami
Charles W. Dyer, El Reno, OklaRoybal, Commissioners,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
o'clock p. m.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
North Boilud Max.
.Marcos Castillo, clerk.
homa; H. L. Gaslck, Fairfield, Iowa; South Hound
,
Frost, llox No.
Sauta Fe,
Pursuant to adjournment the board
A communication was received from r. Stlmmel,
111!
KOSWM.I.. NHW MUX 100.
Nuw Mexico.
Antonlto; It. J. Mc- - No
Stutloim.
AII1 Nu 2
met at 2 o'clock p. m.
Jesus Gonzales y Roybal, road over Graw, Alamosa; Juan Ortiz, Nestor
TH MILITARY SCHOOL OF NBW MEXICO
Present:
Arthur Sellgman, chair- seer of Precinct 12, and on motion Sena, Jose de lu Cruz 1'luo,
tfo.. Ait 7,IJU 4 ?l p
jil) p
iil,te..,.Mtutu
Gallsleo; I m
" 6, toil 4 U.i p
li " .. ..OohiuMnnu...
Calling earns, uumnes3 aud note paP
man; A. L, Kendall and Jose I. Roy- same was referred to District Attor- It. Tudlsijiie, P. Chavez, Lutuy.
" ...Vuua tiiuui-u.1UU
" t.4(i a..16 p per,
Established end Supported by the Territory.
envelopes and legal blanks are
"
2 ?.u p
'
Marcos
Casand
u.iMi ;i iu p
bal, commimionws,
ney E. C. Abbott for his opinion.
" .....huuntttly....
" ll.ti 2 Ml p specialties of the New Mexican Print.1 i.irk
p
RIGHT MIJN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
tillo, clerk.
"
W P 41 "
Letter of M. R. Summers received, Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold.
SUhlB)
a,.)jii a.iu p ing
Mall orders
Company.
given
On motion duly seconded, Jesus
Nbw bulldlngivall f urulsliltiga aud equipments modem and com4.10 P fe
CollORas.
... " d.tlM l .10 p
A. J. Nushauni, Halesvllle,
regarding the sale of a certain piece
Indiana, 4 35 p til ""... .liorlitriy
Mululoali... " ij.nti i.iu p prompt attention.
road
electrlc-llglitu(lonzales
y
Roybal,
"
supervisor
S.Ufi
"
m
of land for taxes in Precinct 11, as- writes:
all cunveulences.
plete;
baths,
.... I,alaiiiit.. ..
rt.Hl 12.45 p
"Last year I suffered for a. p
of Precinct 12, was allowed the sum sessed
i si "
wiiuwii ... " i,u:, n:a u
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8250 per session. Session la
" ....
against G. L. Brooks and W. S. three months with a summer cold so it.Wi p
"
10. to a
of $75 with which to repair tihe bridge
7.111 I
Vt "
" (U.S., lu :W n
'.bree terms of thirteen weeks each.
Illtu.ca
Strlckler, and same was referred to distressing
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
that
it interfered with i.lU 116
at
the
with
lrr....lu!Tuuoe..Lve
0,45! a.Wj a
p
Canorictto,
understanding
Collector
and
Is
Treasurer
Celso
Lopez. my business. I had many of the sympR08WEII a noted bealtb resort, 3,700 loot above sea level; well- that the work so done is to he approvOn motion the following delegates toms of hay fever, and a doctor's prewatered. Sunshine everyiltiV'from September to Juno.
ATTORf:EYS-ATLAW.
ed by A. L. Kendall, commissioner.
Connecting ui Santa Fe, N. M., with
were
appointed to attend the 14th scription did not reach my case, and the Denver H. ltio Mrunde ilailroad for
VV.
W.
M
M. Atkinson, W. A.
RH08NTS Nathau fHa,
Koed,
On motion duly seconded, Collector
National Irrigation Congress to be I took several
medicines which all poims In Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
MAX. FROST.
and Treasurer Celso Lopez was direct- held In
FlnUy sod K. A. Cahoon
Boise, Idaho, September 3d to seemed to aggravate my case. For
to
Montana, Washington, and the Great
For particulars address
correct
ed
of
assessment
the
at law.
COL. J, W. WILLSCN,
MigAttorney
1900:
8th,
Supt,
Innately I Insisted upon having Foley's Northwest.
Santa Fe
uel Rodriguez for 1905, he to be asNew Mexico.
I.
Jose
Roybal, Nambe, New Mexico Honey and Tar in the yellow packsessed at $250 instead of $300.
Connecting at Torrance for all
P.
Herbert
New
Santa
Conger.
Cruz,
It
and
me.
age,
cured
,
quickly
My points oast and west with Goldeu State
On motion of Commissioner
RICHARD H. HANNA.
Mexico.
wife has since used Foley's Honey Limited trams Nos. 43 aud 44. Pullduly seconded, the following resoAttorney! at Law.
Cosme Herrera,
New
Santa
Cruz,
aud Tar with the same success. For man berths reserved by wire.
lution was adopted:
Phone 68.
office, arlffla Blk.
Mexico.
sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
For rules aud luforuiution address
Be it resolved, that the Territorial
Alphonso Dockwiler, Tesuque, New
S. B. UU1MSUAW,
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these wat auditor having certified to this board
Q. W. PRICHARO,
Mexico.
OF INTEREST TO MANY.
General Passenger Ageut, Suuta Fe.
located in tne midst or the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested fcv that he has levied a lax of fourteen
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Grant
New
Santa
Fe,
Rivenburg,
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivTo and From Rctwell.
miles west he miraculous cures attested to In the mills on the dollar of all taxable prop
Foley's Kidney Cure will cure any
Practice In all the District Court
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis Rheu erty of the Terriltory In accordance Mexico.
Couuectlon made with Automobile aud give
case of kidney or bladder trouble that
special attention to case
On
Hie
motion
assessment of Miguel is uot
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar- - mutism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
with law, it Is therefore ordered by
beyond the reach of medicine. Llue at Torrance for Roswell dally. before the Territorial Supreme Court
anca Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and the board that such tax be extended Chavez on lot bounded north by San Xo medicine can do more. For sale Automobile leaves Torrance tor
l
Office, Capitol Bid., Santa Fe, N. M.
lirande Hallway, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh on the tax list in the same manner Francisco Street; south by property .it Ireland's Pharmacy.
at 4 a. m. aud arrives at Roswell
of M. L. de Ortiz; east by Don
r
At 12 noou.
Automobile leaves Rosdally line of stages runs to the springs. La Grippe, all Femal CompUiints etc. as other taxes. And the Territorial
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Avenue, and west by property of
well tor Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
The temperature of these waters Is etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 auditor having further certified to
STOP IT!
R.
S.
Attorney at law.
Hinckley, finally fixed at $2,000
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week; $50 per this board that he has levied a tax
A neglected cough or cold may lead at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be. New Mexico.
Santa re.
caruomc. Aiutuue, u.uuu teet. unmate month. Stage meets Denver trains of two miir on the dollar upon all for the year 1902, and the collector to serious bronchial or iung troubles. tween Santa Fe and Torrance la 6.65 Office,
Sena Blk.
and
treasurer
was
lo
directed
make
palace Are.
very dry and delightful the year and waits for Santa Fe train upon re- taxable property In this county In ac
Don't take chances when Foley's and between Torrance and Roswell
the proper correction
on the tax
J10.
Reserve
on
seats
automobile
round, mere is now a commodious quest. This resort is attractive at all cordance with Section 10, Chapter 108
by
Tar
and
Honey
affords perfect securiCHAS. A. LAW,
J. W. STOCKARD,
notet tor tne convenience or invalids, seasons and Is open all winter. Pas-an- Session Laws of 1903, it is therefore rolls.
from serious effects of a cold. For wire.
On motion the assessment made on ty
Attornev-at-Law- .
tourists. People suffering with sengers for Ojo Caliente can leave ordered that such tax be extended on
sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
Manager Automobile Line.
the Ortiz mine grant for 1902, was or
U. S. Land Office
consumption, cancer, and other con- - Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo the tax list and when collected shall
Practice, a Specialty.
to be stricken from the tax
Clayton,
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
New
taglous diseases, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day. be turned Into the county treasury to dered
(Homestead Entry o 6293.)
rolls
as
been
the
had
as
property
"These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to the credit of the general school fund
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes ft
Notice for Publication.
or aiKaune salts to tne gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par-thAnd it is further resolved that the sessed against the New Mexico Min Department of the Interior,
Delgado are making a success of the ueorge spence.
n. 8 Rom.
Company in Precinct No. 10, and
richest alkaline Hot Springs lu ticulars, address
real estate business? It is because this
SPENCE A ROSE.
following specials for Territorial pur ing
Land
Office
Santa
N.
at
Fe,
1.
She collector and treasurer was di
firm Is reliable and any property
poses be also levied, in accordance
September 20th. 1900.
Attorney.
with certificate received from the Ter reeled to make the proper correction.
Notice is hereby given that Rafael placed In their hands will be looked Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
On
of
motion
Commissioner Selig Herrera
rltorlal auditor.
Office
In
a
manner.
after
businesslike
Specialities, Notary in Office
y Ortega of Hobart, N. M
For the use of the Sheep Santiary man and duly seconded, the clerk of has filed notice of his intention to west of Plaza.
EBtancla'
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N. W.
New Mexico.
Board five mlns on the dollar on the the board was Instructed to ask for make final five year proof in
support
bids
for
the
of
the
propublication
assessed valuation of all sheep.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
of his claim, viz.:
WILLIAM H. H
Homestead Entry
LLEWELLYN,
For the use of the Cattle Sa n Wat- ceedings of the Board of County Com- No. 62911, made
You can get some bargain In the
11, 1901, for
April
Attorney at law.
in
the weekly newspapers, the NE1
Bon rd, upon the order of the gover missioners
now
estate
real
line
,
by calling
right
Sec. 34, and
SE4, SE4
La Cruce. New Mexico.
nor, treasurer and auditor acting as same to be opened on the first Mon- W2 NW4, Sec. 35, T 21
on the reliable real estate dealers,
N., R 2 E.,
DUtrict Attorney for Dona Ana
f
mill
3uch board, two and
day of October, 1906.
&
Delgado Office west side Otero, Grant, Lun and
and that said proof will be made be- Hughes
Slerr Couu-tieOn motion, exemption was allowed
on the dollar of the assessed valua
fore the register or receiver at San- of Plaza.
Third Judicial District.
Fraaciaw ttnej.
mt
Sostenes
Lucero
15
in
Precinct
for ta
tion on alt cattle in the county.
on
November 8, 1900.
Fe,
And be it further resolved that there the year 1905.
He names the following witnesses
THE BEAUTIFUL
A. W. POLLARD,
The board theu adjourned until 2 to
are hereby levied for rhe various pur
prove his continuous residence upm.
o'clock
taxes
the
p.
up
following
Attorney at law.
siecified,
poses
VALLEY
ESPANOLA
on and cultivation of, the land, viz:
DUtrict Attorney, Luna County.
to adjournment
Pursuant
on each dollar of taxable property In
the
3QII CDJIOS
Llbrado Sanchez, Jesus M. Sandhez,
Diaaia
. . New Mexico.
hoard met at 2 o'clock p. in. All Francisco M.
the County of Santa Fe:
Martinez, all of Espa-nol- Finest Possible Condition for Fruit
For general county fund .00500 members present.
Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Featohr and Linen
N. M.; Llbrado de Hererra, of
Raising Abundance of Water.
J. H. Boaham.
On motion, Commissioner Seligman
mills.
"
.
c, Wtd(fc
Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Asm,.
Hobart.
.00500 mills.
court
The
fund
was
For
Espauola Valley ol the Rio
to
authorized
obtain
ONHAM A WADE,
for
general
figures
OUR MOTTO:
Tt Nave the Beat of IverytMng la wr Urn,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
north
Grande begiuuiug twenty mile
For court house and jail repair fund the compilation of the several pre
Attorney at Ltw.
Register. of Santa Fe and
.00150 mill 3.
Practice In the Supreme and
cinct plats into one map, which map
extending north
For road fund .00050 mtlls.
shall show the several precinct lines
miles to Euibudo
perCourt of the Territory, in the
twenty-fiv(Homestead Entry No. 5600 ) ...
For Interest on bonds for 1884, 1885, by metes and bounds in the county of
the greatest Irrigated valley In Probate Court and Before the U S
haps
Notice
for Publication.
188G, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893 and 1897 Santa Fe, he to report Wie figures re
New Mexico. No other valley has a Surveyor General
and u. 8. Land
MANUFACTURER OF
Department of the Interior, Land
00200 mills.
Officer.
ceived at the next regular meeting.
Cruce(i N M
Office at Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 5. 1906. better climate, soli, variety ot proAnd
resolved
further
that
there
It
be
The board having been fully advised
DEALER IN
ducts or more abundant supply of
Is
Notice
that
given
several
hereby
Mary
are hereby levied for the
pur onthematter,onmotion,It was ordered
Heiican Filigree
E. C. ABBOTT,
water for Irrigation. The soli In this
Watches,
Jewelry
liases specified, the following special that the levy for interest on school Belle Lawrence of Senorlto, N. M
at law.
Attorney
Is
from
free
cold,
alkali,
stormy
filed
valley
has
notice of her Intention to
levies upon each dollar of taxable bonds In districts Nos. 7 and 27, is
Practice
!n the District and flu.
winters or excessively hot summers;
final
five
make
In
proof
year
support
and Hand Fainted China.
property in the County of Santa Fe:
fixed
at three mills on each
hereby
preme Court. Prompt and careful atFor jail building fund .00300 mills dollar of valuation of all property sit- of her claim, viz: Homestead entry It is shut in by high mountains and tention
given to all bualneae.
Repair of Fine Watches and Jowolry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and Id
For judgment No. 4300, 1900 fund uated In Precincts Nos. 7 and 19, No. 5000, made March 12, 1900, for as a fruit district the condition are
DUtrict Attorney for the rnimti
:dlan Goods. Filigree al Wholesale and Uutall.
N2
the
NW4
Sec.
SV
7,
NE4,
4,
SE4,
almost perfect. Thousands of acres of
00050 mills.
which comprise said school districts.
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Tao and Ban
West Side Plaza, Santa Fa, N. M.
For sinking fund to pay principal
It was further ordered that the levy SE4, Sec. 8, township 20 N, range 2 lie uncultivated and eighty per cent Juan. Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
and
that
be
will
said
E,
made
and Interest on bonds of 18S2 .00200 for interest and
ot
waters
of
proof
the
Rio
the
Grande
great
principal on school
Sanor
the
before
receiver
at
mills.
register
roll
are
bonds in District No. 7, is hereby fixed
by unused. Home seeker
ta Fe, N. M., on Oct. 12, 1900.
And be It further resolved that tlhe at
f
A. B. RENEHAN,
mill on each dollar of
settling here rapidly and more are
She
classes
names
taxes
the
uKn special
following witnesses welcomed to
following
Practice In the Supreme and DUvaluation of all property situated in
make this beautiful
help
to
of property are hereby levied,
prove her continuous residence up
trict Court; Mlnulag and Land Law
Precincts Nos. 7 and 19, and the as
valley the best In the Rockies.
For wild animal bounty fund, on sessor is
on, aud cultivation of, the land, viz.:
a Specialty. Room
-D- EALER
to
ordered
extend
For
further
hereby
In
Sena Blag,
particulars
general,
V. G. Fletcher,
E. W. Gurnett, G.
each dollar of valuation of all horse?, said levies on the tax roll
of bearing orchards, Improved Palace Ave.. Santa Fe, N. M.
against said C,
prices
and
shee1
of
goats
N.
mules,
all
cattle,
burros,
Lawrence,
M.;
Senorlto,
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
and unimproved lands, etc., address
M. Fenton, of Perea, N. M.
in the Countv of Santa Fe, .00100 precincts.
On motion, exemption was allowed E.
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and ImCHAS. F. EA8LEY,
mills.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Gomez-foS.
Jose
1900
the years
OUR SPECIALTIES- Old Crow, McBrayer
and
(Late Surveyor General.)
migration agent, Espanola, New
For interest and principal of 190G 1901.
.
Register.
Guckf nheimer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
school bonds, school districts Nos.
Attorney at law.
The tax rolls for the year 1900 were
Santa Fe
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.
New Mexico.
and 10 on each dollar of valuation on
(Homestead Entry, No, 8059.)
examined
the
board
same
and
were
by
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexl Laad and Mining Buttnei a SpevUlity.
all property .situated In Precincts Nos,
SAN FRANCISCO . STREET, SANTA FE
Notice
For
Publication.
'
approved.
1 and 22 only .00200 mills.
can.
Department of the Interior.Land
On motion of Commissioner Selig
For interest and principal' of 1900
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Fe
Santa
at
New
Mexico,
school bonds, school district No. 3, on man, Commissioner Jose I. Roybal was
EXCURSION
RATES.
5 1900.
Attorney at law.
instructed
to
in
all
the
roads
inspect
each dollar of valuation on all prop
For the ColoradojNew Mexico Fair DUtrict Attorney for Second Judicial
Is hereby given that Rafael
Notice
the
northern
of
Santa
Fe
precincts
and Indian Carnival,
erty situated In Precincts Nos. 3 and
DUtrict
County, and in connection with the Montoya, of Santa Fe County, hai filed and Colorado State September
18, .00050 mills.
Commercial Asso
Practice in the DUtrict Court and
of
to
Intention
his
make
final
notice
oad
overseers of the several preFor Interest and principal of 1900
at Durango, the Supreme Court of the Territory;
r
In support of hi) claim, ciation, September
school bonds, ischool district No. 4, on cluets endeavor to have the roads put viz: H. proof
E. No. 8059 made Sept. 2, Colorado, the Denver & Rio Grande alio before the United State Supreme
in
condition
and
good
all
on
straightened
each dollar of valuation
proper
Sec. 12, Twp. Railroad will sell tickets from San Court In Waahlngton.
1904, for the N. E.
ty sltated in Precincts Nos. 4 and 17, where possible; also to ask property 18 N R. 10
said proof ta Fe on September 23, 24 and 25
and
that
E.,
owners
on
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
either
side
of the road to
.00050 mills.
will
be
made
or at rate of $13.15 for the round trip,
before
the
register
to
the county as much land as
For Interest and principal of 1900 donate
uiial
limit, of ticket.! October 3rd.
school bonds, school district No. 7 on would be necessary to make said receiver, at Santa Fe N. M.p on Oct.
OSTEOPATHY.
F. H. MeBRIDE, Agent.
eruler,s double
feet wide; 12, 1906.
each dollar of valuation on all prop- roads at least twenty-onS. K. HOOPER, C. P. & T. A.
names
He
the
witnesses
following
and
further
to
Inform
7
overseers
road
In
and
Precincts Nos.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
erty situated
In the northern part of the county to to prove his continuous residence up
19, .00050 mills.
Oateopath.
MORMON CONFERENCE.
o
and
of
cultivation
the
viz:
land,
For Interest on school district bonds, direct property owners whose fences
No. 103 Palace Ave.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct.
Marc&rio Jimenez, Edward Andrews,
districts Nos. 7 and 19, on each do! have encroached on the public high
For the above occasion the Santa Succenfully treat acute and chronle
lar of valuation on all property sltuat ways, to set tfhelr fences iback to Anileto Contreras, AnastacI- Pacheco, Fe will
sell tickets to Salt Lake City disease without drug or medicine.
of Santa Fe N. M.
their property lines.
ed In, Precinct No. 12, .00300 mills.
No charge for Consultation.
and return for $29.35. Tickets on
-- J
R.
MIGUEL
OTERO,
There
of
no
1900
For interest and principal
further business the
being
sale September 28 and 29, going Hour: 12 m.,
Phone lit.
p. m.
Register,
school bonds, school district No. 12. on board adjourned subject to the call of
of 10 days, final return
limit
transit
each dollar of valuation on all prop he chairman.
limit CO days, from date ot sale with
MINING ENGINEERS.
ANNUAL MEETING NATIONAL
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
erty situated In Precinct No, 12, .001.00
stop over privileges iu either direcAttest:
PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY, tion
mills.
Chairman
within
such
limits.
Tickets to
MARCOS CASTILLO, Clerk.
The following city levies were or
1900,
CONY T. SROWN,
Denver, Colorado, Nov.
read via same route In both direcFor this occasion the Santa Fe will
dered made as per certificates filed by
Mining Engineer.
tions.
For
further
Information
call
to Denver,
sell, tickets
the City Council and 'the Board of
Colorado on
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
at Santa Fe.
agent
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Schoel of Mine.
Springs and Pueblo, Colorado, and re
(1. II. IjONART,
Agent.
turn for one fare, plus $2. Date of
For general city purposes, .01000
Socorro,
New Mexico.
sale November
mills.
and 13; final re
Palace.
CAN SELL
C. C. Gise, Las Vegas; John Law, turn limit December 10th.
For Interest on city bonds, .00250
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.
MANY writing machines break down
Your Real Estate or Business
G. H. DONART,
vouth. but Remingtons
mills.
Antonlto; N. A. Spence, Chicago.
No
Matter
Where
Located
For general city school fund for
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
Claire,
have tough constitutions and no mat- CORBET A SMYTHE.
Properties and Business of all kinds
R. R. Urguhart,
scholastic year, commencing Septem1
W
I
I At
1. il
..I
Denver; William
Civil, Mining and Hydraullo
sold
for cash in all parts of the
nuw naru iuo worn iney ao, iney
quickly
ber 1, 1900, ,00500 mills.
Los
AMERICAN
MINING CONGRESS.
Behr,
Angeles; E. H. Bickford,
United St tes. Don't wait. Write to
Engineer.
For interest on city school bonds, Lake Valley; W. S. Hopewell, Albu
are sure to reach a hale and vigorous
1900.
Denver, Colo., Oct.
day describing what you have to sell Assaying and General Contracting.
.00250 mills.
For the above occasion the Santa and
querque; S. C. Hall, Trinidad; Alexanold age.
East
side
Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.
give cash price on same.
There being no further business the der Read, W. F. Read, Tlerra Aniarll-la- ; Fe will sell tickets from Santa F'e,
IF YO
WANT TO BUY
hoard adjourned subject to the call of
J. L. Ptoteau, La Jara, Colorado; N. M., to Denver, Colorado Springs
uny kind of Business or Real Estate
HIRAM T, BROWN,
the chair.
U. Hart, St. Louis;, A. A. Jones, and Pueblo and return for one fare
anywhere, at any price, write me your CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
ARTHUR SEUOMAN,
Las Vegas; Mrs J. T. Connor, Califor- - plus $2. Date of sale October
I
can save you time
requirements.
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
Attest:
Chairman. ia; J. M. Gill, Las Vegas; W. M. and 16th; final return limit October and
money.
New Mextea
MARCOS CASTILLO, Clerk.
Rapp, Trinidad; E. F. Howes, Ala 31st, 1900. For further Information
UAVID p. TAFF,
mosa; M. N. MIkesell, Pittsburg.
call on
.
THE
LAND MAN.
Santa Fe, N. M August 22,4906.-ThO. H. DONART,
V
Normandle.
415 Kansas Avenue,
We print the news the day it
Board of County Commission- John M. Black, Mexico; Mr. and
KANSAS.
Agent, Santa Fe, N, M. TOPEKA,
OF SANTA FE.
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LEGAL BLANKS.

Special Sale

turned home tills morning.
.Mrs. U. L. Schuaf left this 'morning on her annual visit to her old
She makes her
home in Chicago.
home here at St. Vincent's Sanitarium,
em,1, M. Gill, an expert electrician
ployed by the Western Union Telegraph Company, and whose headipuir-lerare at East Las Vegas, Is In the
city doing repair work.
Miss Cadwcll, who has been stopdeping at St. Vincent's Sanitarium,
Affor
Colorado
Springs.
parted today
ter a sojourn of a few weeks there
;'.he will return lo Santa Fe.
BALL
C. C. tiise, of Las Vegas, secretary
of ihe Mutual Building and Loan AsHOREttOUND SYRUP.
sociation of that city, was in the city
Pleauanttotako, rapid roaulta.
for several hours yesterday between
uotlilufj Injuriouj.
Contains
train-- , w hile en route from Roswell to
couonn, COLDS,
liGKfi THROAT,
the Meadow Oil y.
COUurl AND
Forest Supervisor Leon F. Kneipp
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
left yesterday on an inspection trip
Mru. J. 0. Jenkins, Denver,
through the .Temez Forest Reserve. He
t Hay
Colo., writes: "I rati'
will be absent for a week or two.
for Ballard' u
euoutrh
is
office
While lie is away the local
Byrup, It hiu cured
in charge of Forest Guard Hugh II.
my baby of the croup fttul my
Harris.
children of suvero C.iit;bn.
1 kuow no bettor modkino."
Vv".
M. Rapp, of Trinidad, a mem2Sc, 50c and $1.00
ber of ihe tlrm of Architects I. H.
at
offices
W.
M.
and
Rapp, having
Ballard Show Liniment Co.
Trinidad and l.as Vegas, and who defclT. LOCIM, MCX
in
Santa
signed rhe new Jail building
to
I'e, arrived In Ihe city yesterday
see now ine worn is
Cold and Recommended by
It. II. Manna, Frank Owen and C.
afternoon
11. lngraham returned this
FISCHER DRUG CO.
from Golden, the thriving little minof
southern
In
tho
part
ing camp
(he county, where they went Tuesday. chidt? to come to New Mexico to betofThey made the trip overland and ter his conditions, he visited the
were nearly stuck In the mud coining fice of the Bureau of Immigration in
company witJh General Manager Grim-sliaback.
of the Santa Ke Central RailMr. and Mrs. John Schuyler, of HI
was given copies of the litand
way,
of
Alexander
Ross,
Mrs.
and
Mora,
erature
by the bureau on
published
last
in
the
city
Trinidad, arrived
At
of
resources
the
the
Territory.
fun(night, having come to attend the
noon today he left for Estancia to
oral of the late George . Rerlel
Ross are inspect conditions and resources there
Mrs. Schuvler and Mrs.
and of the several towns along the
Berletli
Mrs.
of
by a pre
.laughters
Santa Fe Central Railway.
vinus marriage.
M. X. Mikesell, of .Pittsburg, PennFloyd C. Buell, of San Pedro, who
who may become Interested
sylvania,
01
Pedro
Hie
San
precinct
represented
in irrigation projects la New Mexico,
vosterday'H Republican convention is
registered at the Claire. Mr. Mike-selwent home tin
morning overland
will remain some time In the Terdriving with Nicholas Montoya, of
ritory to acquaint himself with the
Golden, also a delegate. At Cerrillos
and irrigation conditions
Mr. Buell took his own team to go agricultural
with a, view to making investments
and
is
Me
a
home.
sturdy Republican
here. He was a visitor at the office of
while he H pleased with some of the
Bureau of Immigration and was furnot
nominations made yesterday din's
books and pamphlets upon the
nished
approve of others.
resources and conditions of the Ter.1. B. Rusk, of Chama. a former forritory which he will carefully persue
est. guard on the Pecos Forest Re- for the time being and then make
serve, is spending a few days in the trips into va ious sections of the TerCapital, accompanied by a friend, ritory to verily their contents..
He
.lames C. Cummins, of Hamilton, Ohio. will make a thorough Inspection of
Ihe
to
Mr.
is
Cummins' first trip
This
agricultural conditions in the Santa Fe
southwest, and he is much pleased
Valley and olher river valleys ami
with what he has seen of New Mex
Irrigation districts in the Territory.
ico. Recently he was on a hunting
and
Pecos
on
of
the
several
days
trip
killed nis first bear.
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SHOES

HANNAN

TO THE LAWS OF
CONFORMING
NEW MEXICO.
The New Mexican Printing Company

Ramon Iiustos and Ursulo Bonego,
of Santa Cruz, who were delegate to
yetittu day's Republican convention, re-

s

for

- -

.

Baby

Two Weeks Only
i

won't cry

PRICE $5.50 and $6.00

omfort

oot

Cures

Some-

yuu need look forward In
a
luwl
as
rew;ir,l lor a week hp more of tor-lurbe
to
thing
Nut ir yon wear HANNAN SHOES. They Iiofjin lo

Isn't something

Uorti-houi-

purchase mid remain so
until worn out. The Itanium last, the result of years of
in the
euidy of the true proportions of ihe human fool,
lie

comfortable with the day

cause of this.

id'

Your day after day satisfaction is Ihe result.

Smart styles? They are crealnd in the llaunan factory.
Try Ihe llannan siioe litis lime for Ihe sake of your feet.

id

irihis.

Afeast of Fall Fabrics

ftM&im DiscriminaWDrcsseis

p. m

if

Him
you giveARBS

have just received Ui iarya-- t
line of sHinples for men' suits
and oVHivouls. It contains nearly live
Innulrvd of the latest faluici and the
hest materials that money can buy, All
ol tliMin ars (in display ready for your
Inspection and Hist choice, of the very
latest fashions, any shape or style you
may desire. This is t he only hous" in
tho city that can satisfy you with a perfect tit, workmanship and an) tiling else
So when this
in connection with it.
house makes yuu a suit of clo.hes or an
over coat you'v ill nut be ashamed to
.
. i
.
.....
.,
i
mfi.msr juu r....i
ppeiir in anv liiml ol socieiv oi any garnering, fellow.
we
w.cks
Kor
two
other
than
the
dressed
ami
better
oiul'oi table
will sell soils at cidiculoiisly low prices soou cannot help yoursslf aud
at any price you may fuel like paying for It.
a
or
uercoat
suit
buy

W

l

.

-

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

MMMIIIMIIHMMHIMIHIMW"WWI'

WINTER GROCERY CO.
OjoCaliente, New Mexico,

B.

j
--

!

All Yoti Want

TRY IT
I
I

i

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
S. E. Comer Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

IlCOrORATED

Cart wright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
H. B.

j
j

I..

Gosick,

of

Fail-hel-

MISS A. MUGLER

Iowa, a

prosperous farmer in his section and
who has toured the west for some
weeks, was in Santa Fe today taking
In the sights in company with General
Manageir S. B. Grimshaw, of the San
la Fe Central Railway. He called at
Ihe office of the Bureau of Immigra
tion, and was furnished with litera
ture giving information concerning the
territory. lie may return to New
Mexico to locate.
Karl W. Woodward, of Washington
D. C, a forest assistant, connected with
the forestry bureau, wflio lias been
In the city for 'several days, will leave
tomorrow for Duraugo, Colorado, go
ing thither to make an inspection of
the Montezuma Forest Reserve. Mr
Woodward lias been engaged for the
past few weeks in making estimates
and mapping the areas of matured
timber in the Jemez Forest Reserve
which will soon be placed on the mar
ket.

MILLINERY and
FANCY GOODS
Southeast Corner of Plaza.
NEW

SANTA FE

MEXICO

DANGER.

AN INSIDIOUS

One of the worst features of kidney
trouble is that it is an insidious disease and before the victim realizes his
danger he may have a fatal malady.
Take Foley's Kidney Cure at the first
sign of trouble as It corrects irregularities and prevents Bright's disease
aud diabetes. Ireland's Pharmacy.
Think of Dr. Shoop's CatairrH Cure
if your nose and throat discharges
if your breath is foul or feverish. It
contains Oil of Eucalyptus, Thymol,
into an
Menthol, etc., incorporated

imported, creamlike petrolatum. It
soothes, beals, purifies, controls. Call
Frederick
receiver
Muller,
Captain
at our store for free trial box. The
at. the United Stales laud office, reFischer Drug Co.
turned iliome last night after an absence of several weeks, most of which
If all dyspepsia sufferers knew what
time he spent in Mexico. The captain
Dr. Shoop's Restorative would do for
at
two
of
in
bis
weeks
vacation
put
would practically be
Santa Rosalia, one of the famous them, dyspepsia
of the past, Dr. Shoop's
a
disease
health resorts ot the sister 'republic.
reaches stomach troubles
The past week ho was the guest of Restorative
action upon the
I.ee Mulheisen, a former resident of by its direct tonic
stomach
true
the
nerves
Inside
now
Santa Fe,
living at El Paso, and nerves. For stomach distress or weakthey went on a hunting trip in the
ness, fullness, bloating, belching, we
wilds near the Pass 'City.
recommend and sell Dr. Shoop's ResCharles W. Dire, a contractor and- torative. The Fischer Drug Co.
carpenter, who does a prosperous business at El Reno, Oklahoma, was toA LESSON IN HEALTH.
day a visitor in the Capital. Although
Healthy kidneys filter the Impuriconlie is doing well at home, he may
ties from the blood, and unless they
do this, good health is Impossible.
eeaeeepeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
Kidney Cure makes sound kidneys and will positively cure all
forms of kidney and bladder disease.
Clear skin
It. strengthens
the whole system. For
of
the
sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
-

Grain, Flour and Potatoes. Stationery.

Patent Medicine and 6rocers' Sundries.
FROMFT ATTENTION ftlVEN MAIL ORDERS.
SANTA

F,

M. M.

tint

"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Ware
IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST. WHY
THAT DOES NOT
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
RERECENTLY
WE
CIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE

. .

youth

plexion.
It's right that woman
should covet such a complexion. She can have it
no matter how much
exposure
years,
and worry may have damaged the complexion she
had in girlhood, she can
get it back.
Ilagan's Magnolia Bairn
keeps women's complexions delicious and youth-- '
ful long after the 40 year
mark is passed. It is a
harmless lotion that gives
immediate results.

Our Prices Will Surely Interest You

. . .

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
BUY ANY OTHER KIND.
YOU WILL NEVER
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

GccccGteGeeeieeGGeeeer

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

LADIES
(

nt

a grain of true coffee in It.
has
It is satisfying, wholesome and harmless even to ihe youngest Child. Be
ing made from parched grains and
malt It forms a food-lllidrink, yet
having the true flavor of Old Java
and Mocha Coffee. Sold by
e

Co.
How to Avoid Appendicitis.
Most victims of appendicitis are
those who are 'habitually constipated.
Orlno Laxative Fruit Syrup cures
chronic constipation by stimulating
the liver aud bowels and restores the
natural action of the bowels.
Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup does not nauseate or gripe and Is mild and pleasant
to take. Refuse substitutes. Ireland's
Pharmacy.

. . . .

Would be pleased to have ynu
FULL MILLINERY
inspect my new stock of
220 San Francisco St.

has the largest facilities and most
modern machinery for doing all kinds
of Printing and Binding In
style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
aheet.
Amended Location Notice,
Agreement of Publisher,
Size of Blank.
7x8ft Inches.
8V..X14 Inches.
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
Promissory Noles, 26 per pad.
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
Otock Blanks.
Hill of Sale, Auluiais Bearing Vendor's
In Books
Recorded Brand,
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.- ;
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Appearance Boud,
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
Mi sheet.
Bind for Appearance, District Court,
Justice Quarterly Report, Vi sheet.
Bond for Deed,
Bheet.
Boud, General Form,
silent.
Bond of Indemnity, Vi sheet.
Certllicate of Marriage, 7Gc per dozen.
first-clas- s

Established

MRS.

LYNG."

1856.

DRY GOODS
Guaranteed Quality and Absolute Reliability.

School Notes.
Our line of Boys' and Children's School Wearing Apparel is complete in every

department

Unmatchable
values in reliable goods.

School Items.
SCHOOL SHOES,
SCHOOL HOSIERY,
SCHOOL SUITS.

Seligftian Bros.
For

sheet

Half a Century

Certificate of Electlou,
sheat.""
Letters of Guardianship,
sheot.
Guardian's Boud aud Oath,
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond aud Oath,

P.O. Box

Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note,
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
Bheet.
Clause,
sheet.
Options,
Notice of Protest, Vt sheet
Notaries' Notice ot Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheeL
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full Sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet.
Homestead Application,
sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Affidavit Reaulredof Clalmaut,
sheet.
Affidavit,
Homestead Proof, full sheet
chattel Mortgage,
Prices.
.05
On
or
sheets, e&cn...
1
Full sheet, each
2
y4 sheets, per dozen
.3b
saeets, per dozen
C5
Full sheets, per dozen
14 sheets, per hundred
. 1.75
2.D0
sheets, per hundred
4.06
Full sheets, per hundred
100 assorted blanks take the pur
100 price.
On an order of S00 blanks, customer
business card will be printed uuder HI
lug wlt'iout extra cost.
Pain From a Burn Promptly Relieved
By Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
A little child of Michael Strauss, or
Vernon, Conn., was recently in great
pain from a burn on the hand, and as
cold applications only Increased the
Inflammation, Mr. Strauss came to Mr.
James N. Nichols, a local merchant,
for something to stop the pain. Mr.
Nichols says: "I advised him to use
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and the
first application drew out the inflammation and gave immediate relief.
have used this liuiment myself and
recommend It very often for cuts,
burns, strains and lame back, and
have never known It to disappoint."
For sale by all druggists.

1903.

Wholesale and Retail

"

Official Boud,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,

Incorporated

1906.

SeligmanBros. Co.

Co.

the Leading Dry Gooda Home in the City

Phone 36.

219.

CHARLES WAGNER

Ftiinitic

Co

306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
We are as far in the
LEAD

as
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING".

Charles Wagner,

Llcen-e-

TEDDY
in representing

PEOPLE

Embalraer.

d

the

fl. S. PUJVE is COPPJVY
Phone 26.

Leading Grocers.

phone 26

7 1E YELLOW CRAWFORD PEACIj
Is

now in it? prime and if you are going to preserve
Will make low prices durir.g
some don't delay.
this week. Also Pears for canning aud preserving.

LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY

Wednesdays and Fridays

CUT PRICES!

1

CUT PRICES.
We have a quantity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
tlilrty days at great bargains. Now is
the time to fit up your bouse when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your,
bouse from kitchen to garret You
can pay cash and get a discount or
vl'A will arlvA vnn nil tha Hma vnn aranl
oa easy payments. Call la and see
our goods.

Piles positively cured with Dr.
It's made
Shoop's Magic Oimtment.
for piles alone, and it does the work
to perfection. Itching, painful, protruding or blind piles, disappear like
magic. Sold by The Fischer Drug Co.
A Perfect Bowel Laxative for constipation, sallow complexion, headache, coated tongue, biliousness. Lax- ets act promptly, without pain or grip
onlv
ing. Pleasant to take Lax-et5 cents.
Sold by The Fischer Drug

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower Ian Francisco 8t., Santa

s

F.
aresa

Co.

How's This?
We Offer One Hundred Dollari Reward Jor
any case of Catarrh Hint cannot be cured by

new pieiiGO Empioymeni Bureau

Hall't Catarrh Cure.
V. J CHUNKY A CO., Toledo. 0.
We, the undersigned, have known V. J.
Cheney for the last 16 yearn, and believe hi in
perfectly honorable in all buulnesu transactions and financially able to, carry out any
obligations made by this firm.
n & Mkvin,
Wai.dino.Kinn
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
If you like coffee but dare not
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally,
drink It, try Dr. Shoop's Healtih Cofetlug directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent
fee, ft's true that real coffee does free. Prloe
7B cents
per bottle. Sold by all
disturb the Stomach, Heart and Kid- Druggists.
Take
Hall's
Pills for ooustlpatlon
Family
Dr.
But
Health
Coffee
neys.
Shoop's

in a peachy, soft, com-

SEPTEMBER 27,

THURSDAY,

AND REALTY CO.
Morion C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
'

The laxative effect of Chambtrlaln's
Stomach and Liver Tablets
Is so
agreeable and S' natural you can hardly realize that It U produced by a
medicine. These tablets also cure
Indigestion and biliousness. Price 25
cents. Samples free . t any drug
store.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Reside&-

Attended to.

ts

.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN;

As a dressing for sores, Trul3es and
burns, Chamberlain's Salve Is all that
can be desired, It is soothing and
heaong In Its effect. Price 25 cents.
For sale bv all druggists.
.

A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot; Good Location. Plenty of
Futiit Trees.
--

WAS A yERY SICK BOY. .
But Cured By Chamberlain's
Colic,

Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"When my boy was two years old
he had a very severe attack of bowel
complaint, but by the use of Chamber-tain'- s
jCoIIc, Cholera "and Diarrhoea
Remedy we brought him out all right,"
says Maggie Hickox, of Midland,
Mioh. This remedy can be depended
upon In the most severe cases. Even
cholera Infantum Is cure.d by it. Follow the plain printed directions and
a cure Is certain,- For sale by all
druggists.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.

103

Falact Avtnua.

Fnna

Na.

IN.

CARL A. BISHOP & CO.

General Insurance Agents
SURETY BONDS, BURGLARY

INSURANCE,

INVESTMENT BUSINESS.

-

'

ROOM

24 LAUGHLIN

BLOCK.

"

Santa Fe, N.

M.

'PHONE 19

SEPTEMBER 27,

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXTCAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

1906.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Oo to Elile anil see Wie , new rain
coats.
The bo.ly of the late Patrick F.
Hanley was shipped by express via
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, this morning, to Lynn, Massachusetts, where the funeral and final
burial will be held.
The funeral of the late George C,
Berleth, wlio succumbed yesterday to
an attuck of paralysis, will take place
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
from his late residence, 208 Agua Frla
Street. Interment will be in the I, 0.
0. F. Cemetery.
Telegraphic advices received In
the city today state that the rain
yesterday afternoon and last night
was general all through New Mexico.
A good soaking rain is reported in
the Estancla Valley and at points
along the llne of the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad to El Paso,
Railroad men who make the trip
dally to the Estancla Valley, stated
that yesterday it began "raining at 12
o'clock and rained hard for an hour
in the valley. The rain extended all
along the line of the Santa Fe Central Railway and the hondo between
here and Lamy contains water. It
alw rained some at Torrance yesterday morning. The Estancla Valley
farmers are feeling good.
News has been received here of

the death of Anastacio
at
Chlmayo, September 22il, tast. " Deceased was 62 years of age and leaves
seven sons. The funeral took place
on the 23d instant and the remains
were Interred In the chapel of Esca-pulat Chlmayo. Deceased was a
respected citizen and native and was
born in Chlmayo.. He was a farmer
by occupation. He has many friends
in northern
Santa Fe. County.
A lineman for the Western Union
Telegraph Company arrived in the
city yesterday from Las Vegas for
the purpose of removing the pole sitin
uated
front
of
new
the
Salmon building pursuant
to an
order
given at the last meeting of the City Council. He reported that he could not have the
pole moved until the scaffolding in
front of the building Is taken away.
Nathan Salmon, the owner of the
building, petitioned the City Council
to have the pole removed from its
present location, as it blocked the entrance from the street to his new
The pole will be relocated
building.
further away, midway between the
Salmon building and the barber shop.
New fall overcoats and rain coats
Just arrived at EHLE'S,
Territorial
Secretary J. W. Reynolds is seen spinning about on the
streets of the Capital in a new automobile which he received by freight
a few days ago from Albuquerque. He
traded Ills old machine for the new
one which, while of Mie same make
and model, Is of twenty horse power,
while the one disposed of was of only

oo

o
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OUR LEADER

Fall Suits

s

00

Ef yu want yure new Fall Sute to look
He ll
rite leve yure mezure with EHLE
do the rest. Kum and see our nu Fall

samples.

Clothing

Ready-Mad- e

.

4

Will sune be in to sell frtim $10 to $25
Ef you don't kare to leve your
per sute
mezure for a sute, wate and see this line uv
Clothing.
Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are uow on sale. It you
are in the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wuguus, steel and rubber tired runa

HATS, the Biggist line in the sity. SHURTZ, the only
line to pick frum. NECKWARE, the finest and most

UNDERWARE, the best and cheapest.
up
WASH VESTS, th swellest and largest line.
to-dat- e.

HOZERY.

HANKERCHEFS.
Corless Coon Collers, 2 fer 25c.
Everything that's

Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
It. Co., New York.
These
goods are attractive and ottered at a
low price to Introduce them. U cost
you nothing to look at thera and be
your owu ludge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We have a full Hue of Gold Medal
camp supplies, consisting of folding
cots, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of teuts und supplies. Call and see them,
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of Jars, all
sizes and rubbers.
of Ullman

Up-to-Dat- e.

Santa Fe Haberdashery.

Cherry Pectoral.

Ayer's

him if he uses it himself, in
own family. Ask him if he

can recommend anything better for throat and lung troubles, such as hard
coughs and colds, hoarseness, bronchitis, weak lungs. Do as he says, at any
Wo havo no BecretB ' we publish
rate We are willing
j.o. Avtrco.,

twelve. Mr. Raynolds Is now an ardent champion of the good roads'
movement since his
trip overland to Albuquerque. That cross
country run cost him In bursted tires
alone about $125. He concluded that
limtead of bringing Uie new buz, wagon here under its own motive power
he would be money In pocket by having It shipped by freight.

if deposited with us on certificates of deposits, as time BIG CLAIM IS
ALLOWED BY COURT
deposits or savings accounts.
Hidden around your place Ihey fotm bait for burglars,
Against Cherokee Indians Must Pay
food for fire, are a constant cause for worry and do no
Attorney's Fees and Other
Expenses.
to
good
anybody.
, Placed in bank, your, savings in the form of cash or
Washington, D. C, Sept. 27. Jusof
credit help to transact the business of the country and are tice Gould, ofof the supreme court the
Columbia, upheld
the District
a source of good to the entire com- contract under which Messrs.
Nagle & Company, of St. Louis,
.
munity.
and Edward Smith, of Vlnltia, Indian
claimed $150,000 as attorOpen an account here and do all Territory,
ney's fees for the Cherokee Indians
of those Indians for
your banking business with us. We in the claim
in connection with the expeninsure you absolutely against loss ses of their removal from the eastern
to Indian Territory many years
by thieves or fire and we will put itates The
Indians resisted the claim
ago.
your money to work so that it will as illegal because the contract was
made with their chief and not with
earn you three per cent.
the nation at large. The allowance
atcTWake yourself at home in our of this claim brings the total of to
torney's fees allowed in the case
reception room when you have let- $900,000. Tne claim allowed is known
as the Boudinot claim.
ters to write.
Fenkel-berge-

Mm mm

GORED

BULL

CAUSES MAN'S DEATH.

r
r
I

REMINGTON

From Eddy County conies news to
the effect that William Ake, the young
man who was gored by a bull on
Beasley's ranch two weeks ago, died
as the result of his injuries last Fri
day. The deceased was twenty years
of age, and was well liked in his home
community.
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
TERRITORIAL .CONVENTION.

TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN PRINTM0 CO

Dialers,

Santa P

BY

H.

;

aV
BKCSS

LADIES OF SANTA FE
Are Cordially Invited to Attend the

MILLINERY OPENING
Tuesday, the 18th of September.

Central
Republican
Headquarters
Committee, Santa Fe, N. M., September 8th, 1906.
Pursuant to authority of the Republican Territorial Central Committee, I, the undersigned, chairman of
the Territorial
Republican Central
Committee of New Mexico,- do hereby call a convention to be held at the
hour of 2:30 p. m., at the Duncan
Opera House, in the city of Las Vegas, on the 29tih day. of September,
1900, for the purpose of nominating
a candidate for Delegate to the 60Sh
National Congress and for the purpose
of transacting such other business as
may properly come before said
The various counties of the Territory are entitled to representation
in said convention as follows:
9
r
Bernalillo
.. . . 4
Chaves

...

Colfax..,

13
8
2
6
6

Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant.

Lincoln.
Guadalupe..
Luna

."

... ........

6
2

3

McKInley

Mora

Otero...
af-- n

n

,
Quay
Roosevelt
Rio Arriba.....
San Juan..,,
Santa Fe..."..
San Miguel.. .. ....
Sierra . ...V
...
Socorro

Torrance...
Valencia... ....
Sandoval.... ...

Taos........
Union

"......

6
3
2
14
3
8
4

.'

....... ... ......

M
6

... ... ... ......13
8
7

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dockets especially for the use of Justices
of the peace. They are especially
ruled, wltih printed headings, In el the
Spanish or Eugllsh, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full Index la front and
the tees of justices of the peace and
constables printed in full on the first
The pages are 10!x6 iuches.
page.
These books are made up 'n civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 32
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound In one book, 80 pagrfs
civil and 320 pages criminal. To In
troduce them they, are offered at the
following low prices:
$2.76
Civil or criminal
Combined civil and criminal.... $4.00
"
For 45 oenta additional for a single
docket, of 55 cents additional for a
c mblnatlon docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

IN

Typewrifcrlasislf iigcsro does

New

TI10

iMt'Xlcau

rrlullng

AND

GIVE US A CALL
THEM.

D, &. R.

SAVE YOUR ICE

aud consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and In the most modern
style. We can soil you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee It to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take it oil your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort In a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking.

EXAMINE

6. SYSTEM

Santa Fe Branch.
Effective

Dec ember tOth. 1905.

AST BOUID
Mo. 426.

WIST DOUBD

UILH

Stutloui

11:00a ....0.. .LT...Sata Ke
p ...34.. . " ... tipanoltt
.w.. . " ...Ktnbudu
p
3:UUi
.HI.. . " ...Barruuc
4:02 p , .81... " ...SerYllleta

Ar.. 3:30 p
Lv.. l:i
" .. 12:26,p
" .. 11:; p
" ,.
ll);2pu
M... " ...Irei PleUms. " .. 10:00
" .. :10p
6.4, p lib... , " ...Autoultu
"
, " ...Alain
..
6:40 a
in
" ., 11:05 p
o;uu
..cot .. " ...Puebl

12:51
2:11

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

HAVE YOU SENT

TO REPUBLICANS:

We are anxious to have every Re
publican in close touch, and work
ing in harmony with the Republican
National Congressional Committee in
favor of the election of a Republican
Congress.
The Congressional campaign must
be based on the administrative and
legislative record of the party, and,
that being so, Theodore Roosevelt's
personality must be a central figure
a central
and I is achievements
thought in the campaign.
We desire to maintain the work ol
this campaign with popular subscriptions of One Dollar each from Republicans. To each subscriber we will
send the Republican National Campaign Text Hook and all documents
issued by the Committee.
Help us achieve a gnat victory.
James S. Shkrman, Chairman.
P. O. Box 2063, New York.

HENRY KRICK
Sol

Hie Rcminglon'l)pmloii

Womakoa specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT J
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders (liven Prompt
Attofitlou, Solid for Catalogue.
HOWLAND

leo

Letup's St. Louis Beer

RETAIL

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38

DEALERS U

SODA WATER

!

PLAZA

BARBER

T5io South Broadway
LOS ANGELE8. CALIF.

sa-

. . .
w.

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and sEEDs.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

Any Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

THE

& CO.

!-p-

WHOLESALE
and

GRAIN

HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

II

WE COUNl:
YOUR GOOD WILL

SHOP

much the largest asset we haro in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. SpiU

-

y.8

KERR'S

Capital

......

Can make quick sales If price
Is satisfacty of following Parlora Located West Side Plaza
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.

No proxies will be allowed except
properties:
when such proxies are held by bona
of the county from
fide residents
Coal
which said delegates may have been
"
elected.
All county conventions for the elec
tlon of tihe delegates from the various
counties are hereby required to be
held not later than the 2Cth day of
Fine Rise, Reliable Heme,
'
lntr
September.
A meeting of the Territorial RepubHacks.
uojlea,
Surreya,
and
be
must
large
Properties
Committee Is hereby
lican Central
value. .'
called, to assemble at the Duncan of established
Call up 'Phone Ne.
when In need
Opera House, Las Vegas, at the hour
In the Livery Line.
ef
Anythnl
of 10 o'clock, A. M., on the 29th day SEVERAL MILLION DOLLARS
Drivers Furnished. . ReaeenaMi
of September, 1906, to transact any
Rates.
that
business
all
may
and
properly
Ready for Invertment. .
come before It.
tH. O. BURSUM,
Land scrip boupht and sold
Chairman.
Attest:
Hugo Seaberg,
C. V. SAFFORD, Secretary.
'
ton, N. M
;
New Mexican advertisers get trade.

I

can he relied upon" is the very hest recommendation we can strive
for.

Reliability is our watchword and every tale we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely eatisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

ia a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

SCOff 7

Manutactunng'jJeweler, Dealer
in Watches "Jewelry, Diamonds.

Parlors

:

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : ;
EJectrical Baths . . . .11.50
.25
Other Baths

WAITED.

JACOB WELTMER
Complete Stock of

School Supplies.
Books on Hand
Authorized School
Used In Public Schools

LIVERY STABLE.

I cmo. CLccson. I

la

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

Agsnt For

WILLIAM B PARSC-.S- ,
Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa Fe.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuks.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three FirstClass Barters.
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn- East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.
ing out some of the most artistic
binding In the Southwest. It la the
BOUGHT to any
nioit completely equipped bindery In
the Rocky Mountain States south of
par a In the Counfa headquarters for legal blanks of all
try; send ticket
In and get cash for It; tran
kinds. The company makes a specialty
in handling land office blanks, neces- sactlona guaranteed ; association office.
sary in homestead entries and In min- ROSEN FIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albueral applications. Prices low, especi- querque, N. M.
ally .In quantities. Circulars giving
full Information furnish-- ' "n application.

LAND

i

Com-

has on hand a largo supply of
writing tablets ami scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, mer
chants ami also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pouud
and cheaper If ordered In larger quan
tities. These tablets are made from
the odds and euds of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
buying.
your money's worth when
pany

t

A

itiif Remington

Special summer rales to Ivos Ange
Its, San Francisco, and Pacific Coas
points by way of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway. E. P. & S. V. Railway,
HI Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
For Information call on or address S.
II. (Irliiishaw, general passenger agent.

The New Mexican Printing
pany Is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
"...C'ulu.a rlugl. " .. H:4up
45
visiting cards, marriage announce?:3U
..406.. Ar...lJeuvr
Lv.. 7.0u p
ments, Invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
Trains stop at ISmbudo for d iner
with good work. Call at the New where good meals are served.
Mexican office and examine samples
At Anlonlto for Duraugo, Sllvertou
and prises.
and Intermediate poluU.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Subscribe for the New Mexican. Intermediate
points via the standard gauge line, via La Veta I'aas or the
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
entire trip lu daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL UOKUfc
also for all points on Creede branch.
D0LI-ARYOUR
S. K. HOOPER,
?
Q. P. A., Denver, Colo
Com-

Lands.
Timber Lands,
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,
Mining Properties.

TOGETHER

4

we have added a flue Hue of FraaieJ
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,

Boys' Skool Hats, 65 aents.

EDWARD EHLE.

S

III

To Our Furniture
Department

SUSPENDERS.

Ask fcflur doctor how long he has

Your Doctor

bouts, surreys, aud platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See lln Nafor'e purchasing,

JUST RECEIVED
A large sample line of Carpets, Rugs and Linoleums. We take measures of rooms and halls
and do the laying. All of these goods are sold at
Eastern prices. No charge for freight.

Please Call and Examine Them.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN

southerly winds were very common throughout the month..
The total number of miles recorded at Santa Fe was 4,463,
or 6.0 miles per hour. The highest velocity was 29 miles
from the east on the 5th. Mesilla Park recorded a total
movement of 5,342 miles, or 7.2 miles per hour. The highest velocity was 30 miles on the 1st. Roswell registered
3,619 miles, or 4.9 miles per hour. The highest velocity
was 20 miles per hour from the northwest on the 24th.
Durango recorded 4,021 miles, or 5.4 miles per hour. The
highest velocity was 29 miles per hour from the south on
the 9th. Amarillo recorded 7,921 miles, or 10.6 miles per
hour. The highest velocity was 50 miles per hour from the
southwest on the 7th, while El Paso recorded 6,678 miles,
or 9.0 miles per hour. The highest velocity was 35 miles
per hour from the northwest on the 1st.

OENORAL SUnnARY.

WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Cord nd Stov Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove

ffcO

The brick residence,
Avenue, known as the
Seligmaii resilience. Apply to J. L.
Selignian, administrator of the estate.
FOR

VUML

TRANSFER aad STOliAGK: We HpuI Enrrytkini Kotbl
Phone
Stnli Fe. Brunch OSce nmd YarU t Cerrilh d, M

SALE

oir Palace

Delivered to An7
P&rt of tU City:

A I

Bureau for Month of August, 1906.

Weather

Local

The monthly mean pressure at Santa Fe (reduced to
was 29.87 inches; the highest was 80.13 on the 27th,
and the lowest was 29.05 on the 14th; absolute range 0.48
inch. The average pressure at Roswell was 29.87 inches;
the highest was 30. 18 on the 27th; and the lowest was 29.05
on the 14th; absolute range 0.53 inch. Durango, Colo., had
an average pressure of 29.89 inches; the highest was 30.15
on the 27th, and the lowest was 2f.67 on the 15th; absolute
range 0.48 inch. At Amarillo, Texas, the pressure averaged
29.94 inches; the highest was 30.22 on the 27th, and the
lowest was 29.70 on the 22d; absolute range 0.52 inch; while
at El Paso the average pressure was 29.84 inches; the
highest was 30,04 on the 27th, and the lowest was 29.00 on
the 15th; absolute range 0.44 inch.
sea-level-

RENT Three nicely furnished rooms fur light housekeeping. M.
C. Miller, Capitol Dlilg.
FOR

l, l, KINDS OP BUILDIHQ

CERRILLOS
and HAGAN

By

Pressure.

Doors
Lumber, Sash, and
MATHBIAI
A

Issued

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on '.he reliable flrm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office west side of Plaza.

M.

SEPTEMBER 27, 1906.

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE. X. M.

SAXTA tfE NEW MEXTCAK".
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Ohind, SwedOTTO MOLSTORP,
en, U boliit? searched for by his sister
l.utla. A reward of til) Is offered to
the paper which will be the means of
our milling him. Address, Mrs. 10. 0.

UJAL WOOD
N
D

l.uml, Fishing Lake, Sask, Canada.

fi.r.O
Raton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
5.00
Good Commercial Katon Nut
nilliing, Kindling, (Irate
Screened Domestic Lump, Triuidiid
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OFF1 E; Gurtlelil Ave.. Nwir A.. T. 4 S.

K.

Depot, Thone No.

S5,

1

BARGAINS IN ORCHARDS AND RANCHES

Catalog No. 49

?aSeu1M?S Jewelry

and save money cm your purchases. Our guarantee oi
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
IS

CATALOG

BROCK

&

WHITE FOR

FREK.

TODAY.

FEAGANS, Jewelers

LOS ANOKLES, CAL.

& BROADWAY

FOURTH

U

EL PASO ROUTE
jex

merchandise
FOR 8ALF. General
business ou he Kl Paso & Southwestern in eastern New 'Mexico. Stock
Kine opportunity
$1 r.,(ii)0, to $:.'(),0HO.
Can explain good
fur right, parly.
Locality health
reimon for selling.
lest in New Mexico. Address inquiries
to this paper.

as mfm Tl PAcinc

Located in the Fruitful and Far Famei
Espanola Valley Thirty Mllet
North of Santa Fe.
The following orchards and Turin
properties in the famed and fruitful
ArKspnuola Valley in southern lilo
riba County In the Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
There are satisfactory reasons for selling. The section is one of the llnest
fruit and agricultural, not only in New
The
Mexico, but In the soutlhwest.
supply of water for Irrigation purposes
is ample and stable at all times. The
climate is of the best. For particulars
address H. ('. lionney, real estate- ami
insurance agent, Kspanola, New Mexico. The properties are:
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
one acre hearing orchard; small house,
well, bait' and corral; all fenced and
under irrigation; one mile from
two and a half miles to railroad
station; price '.10 per acre.
No. a. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Kspanola; good house, barn, corral
and packing house; produced 2,90
boxes of apples lost year; irrigation
from Itio Grande; price
No. ;!. Seven acre orchard and marmile to town
ket garden tract, one-harailroad, postolllcc, school and church;
having tele
good six room house,
phone; barn, corral, cellar and packing house; a highly profitable business
and a tine home; produces annually
?700 to $900 iu vegetables alone; prtc
post-ollie-

i
I
This handsome solid vostibulcd train run through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
Angeles to Chicago and intermediate poiuU. Direct
sleepers L
connections made (or all points North, Fas! and Southeast.

lf

FAST
TRAIN.

TAKE

THE.

J

'

TRAIN

NEW

Leaves Kl Paso at b:50 p. m.

V,

r.

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT
Mountain

1'lino

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or a.ldres,
R. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Pattenger Atnt,
. .

KL

PABO,

M

Til.
E. P.

y

Tounii,

flea. Passenger Agent,

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Teiaa.

Dallas, Texas.

SPECIAL
n

mn mies msi

111

Via

'

$2,250.
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of D2
acres with good fences and Improve
meats, has excellent waiter, shelter
bay land and controls several thou
sand acres of fine goat grazlug land
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
No. 5. Twenty acres, navlug abou
Ion acres or full bearing apples of
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
acres garden hind, good live room
adobe bouse, well built and flnlnhed,
good barn; the whole place almost entirely surrounded by a hedge of box-eldtrees which serve as a protection
from the wind and add to the attractiveness of the place; produced last
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
No. 6. The "Rsp.anola Qarden," one
half mile ast of Espanola, at $2,250.
i nia jiiu. v; in a inn, u7uiiii
n,jtf ui- chard and market garden tract of sev
en acres; aslx room house; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient homo and a
place to make good money, besides

apples this place lias cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and large beds of asparagus, spinach and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alouo of this place
bring in annually $750 to $000. Tlitt
net receipts last year in vegetables
and fruit were over $500. Terms wish.

care to pay for a dally
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Mexican Review and get the cream of
the week's doings. It la an excellent
paper to send to your friends.
if you do not

.

RESTAURANT.
ORDER BILL OF FARE.
MEATS.
P. It. Steaks
Pork Chops
Ham and Eggs
Veal Cutlets
Mutton Chops
Liver and Bacon
Wiennerwnrnt
Pork Sausage
Eggs, Any Style,
Red or Green Chile Con Came
Frijoles and Navy Beans
Pozole, Taniales
OYSTERS.
Fried, Slewed, Escalloped, Pan Roasted, Oyster Loaf, Raw, Any Old
Style. FISH.
Spanish Mackerel Bull Heads, Red
Snapper, Lobsters and Frog's Legs,
Salmon,
Pike,
Shrimps, Halibut,
Perch, Herring and Black Bass.
.GAME.
Teal Duck
Spring Chicken

Issoiiii Pailc

Railway

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars

pu tars

Kept Fresh ana Cool Oy Electric Fans

ROYAL
LIVE STOCK SHOW.
190C.
j. Kansas City, Mo., Oct.
For 'the above occasion the Sanla
Fe will sell tickets to Kansas City and
return for $28.80, date of sale, Oct. 5th
limit
to th inclusive; final return
October 15th or by a deposit of 50
cents with joint asent t .Kansas City
on or before October l&m tickets wi.i
be extended until Octcber 31st, 190C
.
0. H. DONART,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
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solid food. In nine cases out of ten,
however, if the man with a weak stomach would take a glass or two of Dr.
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JR.,
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P. A.
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Landmen's Health Table Malt with
each meal, lie would soon find that he
could eat anything. It's the best tonic
In the wcrld for a weak stomach.
H. 8. KAUNHJ & CO.
Phone 26.
CITT BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 38.
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An analysis of the average hourly wind movement at
Santa Fe, as shown in the accompanying table, discloses
many things of interest, Thus beginning with a minimum
velocity of 5.8 miles per hour in August, there is a very
gradual and steady increase during the fall and winter to
the month of April, which has the highest average hourly
velocity of any month in the year, 8.3 miles pev hour. Then
there is a rapid decline again to the month of August.
March, which is usually considered the most windy month
of the year, is slightly below April in average velocity, and
September, the month of the autumnal equinox, that is
usually looked upon as tending toward storms, is scarcely
more windy than August, the month .of least wind
movement.
While it requires seven months for the wind to increase
from the minimum hourly velocity to the maximum, the
decline is accomplished in three. The low average movement throughout the year is also remarkable, considering
the altitude and position of Santa Fe, lying as it does, at an
altitude of 7,000 feet, at the head of a rather narrow valley
that leads up rapidly for 20 miles from the Rio Grande. A
valley in which the general trend is toward the highest
peaks of the lower part of the Sangre de Cristo range,
Again the increase in wind velocity from the minimum
of each 24 hours to the maximum is interesting. The early
morning hours are, as a rule, those of comparative calm,
while the late afternoon hours are those of the highest
velocities, liut this is subject to considerable variation,
according to the season of the year. Thus in Jauuary the
minimum hourly velocity occurs between 9 p. m. and midnight, and the maximum between 3 p. m. and 6 p. m., a
marked decrease in velocity occurring between 6 p. m. and 9
p. m. During February the lightest wind occurs between 5
a. m. and 9 it. m., while the maximum is reached between
in. and 7 p. m., with a rapid decrease in movement until
10 p. m. As the year advances the hour of minimum velocity
shifts more and more into the morning hours, until during
July and August the lightest wind occurs between 8 a. m.
and 12 noon, while the maximum is very late in the day, between 7 p. in. and 10 p. m., and 6 p. in. and 9 p. m., respectively. These winds continue fresh beyond midnight, a fact
that accounts, in a marked degree, for the very cool, comfortable nights of the summer months, as they are almost
always from an easterly direction, coming cool and pleasant
from the mountains. The day winds, on the other hand,
especially those with the higher afternoon velocities, are
usually from the southwest, flowing up from the Rio
Grande valley.
The highest hourly average velocity is only 12.4 miles,
in the hour from 6 p. m. to 7 p. m. during the month of
April, while the lowest hourly average is.3.2 miles in July,
August and September; from 9 a. m. to 10 a. m. in July,
and from 10 a. m. to 11 a. in in August and September.
This is a record of which the valley might well boast,
for with our light, sandy soil, high winds would mean
an almost unbearable cloud of dust. Considering the
wind for the turning of windmills, however, the record is
somewhat unfavorable for the very low velocity during
of each 24 hours would probable mean
about three-fourtha stagnated mill, and this would especially be the case during the summer months, when pumping, if for irrigation,
C. E. L.
would be most important.

Temperature.

The monthly mean temperature, as determined from the
records of 5b" stations, having a mean altitude of about 5,000
IVet, was 08.7, or 1.9- - below the normal for the month, as
shown by the departures of 14 stations having data for
periods of ten years or more. The highest recorded was
105 at San Marcial on the 1st, while the lowest was 31 at
lied Iviveron the ltith and 29th. The greatest daily range in
temperature was 51 ;, which also occurred at Red River.
The highest monthly mean was 78.9 at Carlsbad and the
lowest was 54.80atC!ouderoft. The 7th was probably the
warmest day of the month, although high "temperatures
were recorded on many other days. The 20th was probably
the coldest day of the month, although low temperatures
also occurred on many other dates.
Precipitation.

The average precipitation for the Territory, as determined from the records of 07 stations, having full monthly
data, was 2.32 inches, or 0.33 of an inch above the normal,
as shown by the departures of 19 stations having data for
periods of ten years or more. The greatest amount was
0.04 inches at Elk, Chaves Co., and the least was 0.30 inch
at Rosa, San Juan Co. Uillsborohad 0.58 inches and Lake
Valley received 5.95 inches, The southern mountain districts generally received the heaviest precipitation during
the month, but the Territory, in practically all districts,
was well favored with timely and abundant rains. There
was an average of 8 days with precipitation during the
month.
Relative humidity.

The mean relative humidity at Santa Fe was 59 per cent,
59 per cent, at
Roswell 70 per cent, at Du rango 00 per cent, at Amarillo 72
per cent, and at FA Paso 01 per cent. Observations are
taken at all of thesestations at 0a. m. and 6 p. in., except
at Mesilla Park, where the hours are 8 a. m. and 5:30 p. in.

at Mesilla Park52 per cent, at Las Vegas

Sunshine and Cloudiness.
There were 13 clear days during the month, considering
the Territory as a whole, 13 partly cloudy days and 5 cloudy
days. At Santa Fe there was 72 per cent of the total possible sunshine, no day without, 7 days with 90 per cent or
more, and 3 with 100 per cent. Roswell had 59 per cent of
the possible sunshine, 1 day without, 5 with 90 per cent or
more and with 100 per cent. Durango received 75 per
cent of the total possible sunshine; there were no days
without, 9 with 90 per cent or more and 3 with 100 per cent.
Amarillo had 73 per cent of the possible sunshine, no day
without, 11 with 90 per cent or more, and 5 with 100 per
cent, while El Paso had 58 per cent of the possible sunshine,
no day without, 3 with 90 per cent or more and none with
100 per cent.
1

Wind.

.

s

The west wind was the prevailing direction for the
Territory, but again many stations had a greater number
of days when easterly wind prevailed, and easterly and

at Santa Fe,
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LOW i.ATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
via santa Fe Railway.
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Collection
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ANTHONY P.WILSON, Attorney.
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Kansas Avenue,

New Mexican advertisers

From Denver Clorndo Springs and
Pueblo the Santa Ke will sell tickets
at one fares for the round trip. Dates
August 7, H, 21, 23, 24, 28; September
3, 18, 25, 27, 28, 29; October 2, 9, 10,
limit 30 days from date of sale. For
particulars Inquire of any agent, Santa Dallas, Texas, and return for $25.60.
Fe.
Date of sales October 5th and 6th;
O. II. DONART,
final return limit 21 days from date of
M.
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Santa
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Agent,
sale.
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Belen Town and

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., t,t the junc-

Specially Selected From Among Beit
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and
Old Mexico.

Caught
flapping
"By C.
Copyright,

1,000 business and residence- lots, size 21x140 feet, laid

out with broad 80 and

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

H. Sttlcltffi

18U6,

by P. 0. Enatment

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
eral large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent

Possibly a canoe Is not the safest
couch In the world, but Owen Masters
was given to the unexpected, and she
lay stretched at full length on a blanket stretched over the floor.
The low sides of the tiny craft shut
out a view of the shores of the lake
and the bright camps that spangled the
dark green of the undergrowth hero
flnrl tlOIA . Ahnva wiaa
...... tha mnntitolna
In their majesty, and above all was
the blue sky, flecked with tiny white
clouds drifting us Idly on the surface
of the blue as did the canoe on the
placid waters of the lake.
It was a complete escape from civilization, and she dreamed her day
dreams comfortubly until the sand
man sprinkled ber eyes and she dozed

v
.

sev-

Roll-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery ; three
tels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
ho-

for

wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay

in Central

Its importance as a great commercial
city in the near future cannot be estimated.
Mexico.

railroad

MiUtK.

EXPRESS,

i
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I

BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered ara in the center of the city,, well grad
ed (many of them improved by crUivatiou) ; no saad or
gravel.
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a first clans bakery,

f

tailor shop, shoe

house, jeweler, plumbing tmoj, planing milt, eoai and wooJ

yard, drug store, In mess shop, etc., etc.,
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modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are low aud terms on easy payments;

title perfect
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d
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warranty deeds.
with
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mortgage security, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest theroua.
if jou wink tu secure
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JOHN BECKER, President.
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Belen Cut off of Santa Fe R'y.
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It was her first day In camp after a
hard year in the city, and the air was
at once like wine and opium. So
soundly did she sleep that she never
heard the chug chug of a motor boat
until the Instant before Its sharp nose
struck the Hide of her canoe, overturning It completely and throwing her
Into the water.
The shock of the cold water roused
her, and, diving, she came up against
the side of the little motor boat, now
lying silent beside the canoe, while a
young man with a very white face
eagerly searched the water.
In an instant he had grasped her
shoulder, and the next moment she
lay gasping in the boat, while he
busied himself with righting the canoe
and making It fast to the stern of the
boat. Then he turned to her with concern.
don't know what you think of
me," he began awkwardly, "and, Indeed, I'd bate to know, but really I
had no Intention of upsetting you."
"I don't suppose you did It deliberately," she admitted, "but It would
seem to me that with a lake as large
as this you should have had no trouble In avoiding the canoe."
"That was Just It," he said appeal-lngl"I wasn't trying to avoid It. I
thought the ! iat was adrift and I was
going to win. the thanks of the owner
by returning It. Then Just as I came

SHI

WAS THROWN

INTO THE WATER.

alongside I caught a glimpse of you In
the bottom, and It startled me so that
my baud shook on the wheel and I ran
plump Into the side Instead of coming
along as I had Intended."
"I suppose that It was rather startling," she conceded, "but there are so
few camps on the lake that I had no
Idea I ought to put up a sign to the
effect that I was aboard."
"In yachting they fly the owner's
flag," he suggested. "You might have
a pennant made, say a white one, with

a

poppy on It."
I had better do my Bleeping

"I think

on shore after this," she laughed;
"then I won't risk being wakened by
a cold bath."
She shivered a little as she spoke, for
there was a fresh wind blowing, and
her water soaked garments were unpleasantly. ..cold. The man sprang to
the wheel and came back bearing a
blanket which he wrapped about her.
.'That Is our camp over there," he
said, Indicating a tiny white dot a half
mile up the lake. "The folks are all
mountain climbing today, but I can
get you some of my sister's things,
and then I will take , you to your
,
camp."
"I think It would be better to take
me right home," she objected. "It Is
not very far."
"Ifs a good three miles, and with
this breeze you would be chilled
through before you got there."
"But I want to go straight home,"
she persisted, conscious the moment
after of the childishness of the words.
"I got you Into this trouble," be said
firmly, "and I'm going to get you properly out of it."
There was a delightful mastery In his
speech, and Owen sank back against
t
the cushions, finding It
to be ordered about in this fashion.
She had queened It over her set all
season, and It was nice to have this
clear eyed young fellow taking the
whip hand.
At close range the camp appeared to
rather-pleasan-

rather pretentious establishment
for Clearwater lake. Tue toot wu
merely the annex to a coniniodlou
be a

lodge.
As the

launch grated ngalnut the
gravel shore the man Jumped out and
without a word caught ber up In his
arms and strode off toward the lodge.
He set her down in one of the piazza
chairs with nn Injunction to sit still.
Then be disappeared ' Into the house.
Presently he returned, a smile on bis
(ace.
"The girls have a lot of duds." he
said; "just step In aud help yourself."
m
He Indicated
and went off
toward the boat.
Twenty miuntes later Bhe emerged
to find that in the meantime he bad
prepared a tasty lunch with the coffee
pot bubbling over the camp oven. "Coffee's better than whisky to take the
cold out," he laughed. "Will Miss Masters do me the honor to lunch with
me?"
"How did you know my name?" she
asked curiously.
He pointed to the book drying by the
tue-roo-

Are.

want the Judge to be?T "Tour age,"
BOWER OF CHEERFULNESS.
promptly replied Mrs. Weldou, fixing
her bright eyes on the handsome coun- The Way One UrutfuWt l.lulitena the
tenance of the master of the rolls.
lllii of Ilia CuMtonier.
A pale, weak girl entered a downShe iut a Seat.
town drug store the oilier day. She
A woman entered a well filled Broadseemed about to collapse. The propriway surface car. She was reasonably etor assisted her luto a chair and preyoung, fairly well dressed and good pared a mild stimulant for her. The
looking, but she walked with a deep,
druggist's Manner was so sympathetic
painful limp. As she clutched for a that a little litter she contlded to blm
a
half
men
dozen
arose hastily that she suffered with her heart aud
strap
and offered her seats. She took the feared she hud not much longer to live.
nearest one aud sank Into It with a
"Heart disease?" Inquired the druglook of relief. The other men resumed
genially. "Why. I have heart distheir seats, and the car sped merrily gist
ease myself; have had it for years.
on. Half a mile farther uptown 'the
I don't worry myself
That's
woman signaled the conductor to stop, about It.nothing.
I don't look like a man with
and as the car slowed down she arose, a load on his mind, do I? You probwalked jauntily out and stepped off
think that you are liable to drop
the car with the nlmbleness of a ably
off any time. s On the contrary, any
schoolgirl.
doctor will tell you that the average
The man whose seat she bad been
person with heart disease generally
looked
first amazed, then lives to a good old age. The
occupying
very care
sheepish, as the other passengers be- that a sufferer from heart disease takes
gan to grin at blm, then joined In, as of himself or herself is calculated to
becomes an American when placed In
You
lengthen the years iudefinilely.
.
trying circumstances,
see, a man with a weak heart
"She's an actress at one of the Is careful of himself a bit, Henaturally
doesn't
Broadway theaters," chuckled a man commit any excesses, never overdoes
Bitting near him. '"I know her by anything, lives In moderation and thus
Bight, and when she came In I thought
keeps his vitality unimpaired.- That's
she must have been hurt in an ac- all
you have to do Just take care of
cident." New York Sun.
yourself. What's the use of worry-lug?-

"It took no SLrlock Holmes," he
said. "To even tilings up. my name is
Ted Crawford. I believe there was
something said about Theodore when I
was named, but f never could live up
to the dignity of the full tido and in
DRESS HINTS.
mercy they call me Ted."
Gwen blushed redly. Lottie Nellls
The rule for frilling Is one and a
had been sinking Crawford's praises to
her for the last year. Lottie was an quarter the length of the edge to be
Inveterate matchmaker, and Gwen had trimmed.
Gathers should always be set on the
takeu a malicious pleasure in avoiding
all of the meetings Lottie had planned. right side, but never with a needle; use
a large pin.
She wondered If Crawford knew anyIf the material just under the neckthing of Mrs. Nellls' tactics, but his
grave face reassured her, and she ac- band at the back has become worn inknowledged the Introduction with the sert a tiny yoke or chemisette made of
all over lace.
stlffest of bows.
In sewing a seam put the stitches
But It was Impossible for any one to
maintain reserve with Ted around. closely together, but lightly, Into the
When be wished to he could make cloth, being careful not to pull the
himself most fascinating, and almost thread tight, as this causes the seam to
before she knew It Gwen had forgot- draw.
ten Lottie Nellls and her schemes and
When cutting out sleeves to avoid the
was chatting as freely as If she had disaster of cutting both for the same
arm fold the material either face to
known him for years.
After lunch there came the ride face or back to back. Place the pat
down the lake In the launch, and she 4 tern on it and cut both together.
was sorry when the home landing
To put on the tape that holds the
came In sight.
blouse In position around the waist sew
"Shall I see you soon?" he asked as up the shoulder aud underarm seams,
he handed her out and busied himself slip It ou and tie the tape around the
with fastening the canoe. "I think you waist, pinning it at the right place In
need an escort In your rambles. May the center of the back."
I call and take you out tomorrow?"
Savins.
"Perhaps," she smiled,
Do your saving at the beginning of
"The moonlight will be awfully pretty tonight," he suggested. "Suppose 1 the week, you who live upon allowrun over about 7, and we'll go out on ances, or, what Is the same, so far as
the lake and see It rise over the top of this counts, upou a salary. The extra
Old Bald. Mayl?"
expenses which often come upon you
Gwen nodded and ran toward the unexpectedly In the latter part of the
house. She was ashamed of herself week may be easily met If you've
for yielding so easily, yet she was glad been husbanding your resources a litwhen In the evening the puffing of the tle, Instead of spending up to the last
launch broke the Bummer ctlllnesg and cent. A good plan Is to allow yourTed guided the boat alongside the self so much for little expenses for a
dock.
given length of time, and then to keep
That evening was the commencewithin daily bounds, saving even a bit
ment of Ted's campaign, and long be- from' that, if possible. Then, if It is
fore the summer had begun to grow not called upon by some little emerold be had won her promise to wed
gency;, either put It away or use It tohim when they returned to town.
ward some definite purpose, such as
"I fancy that Lottie Nellls will be subscribing to a good magazine, getpleased to bear the news," be' laughed ting a good book or seeing a good play,
mischievously.
all of which should be considered as
"Did you know all along?" she asked. mental investments.
was
the
of
ber
wish
dearest
"That It
heart? Yes," he answered. "Being
Reiculur KatlnK.
her cousin, she naturally orders me
Many a housekeeper does not eat at
about a little more than even the rest noon unless she bus company. Too
of the poor fellows she Is trying to much cannot be said in favor of regupush Into matrimony."
lar hours for meals. A, luncheon serv
"Well," said Gwen defiantly, "you ed for only one or two should be just
never would have met me If you bad as
dainty as the most formal dinner.
not caught me napping."
A napkin or doily spread on the bare
"In a double sense," he admitted, table Is sufficient if oue Is In a hurry.
"Heaven bless that nap."
If left overs are to be the lunch they
should be served In an appetizing and
The Rlcht Ac.
savory manner. A glass of milk and a
Among the litigants before the Eng piece of cake, taken standing In the
lish courts some years ago was a Mrs.
kitchen, Is a foolish luncheon. When
Weldon, who, Indeed, wai so constant- one has eaten a
hearty breakfast a
rely at law that Baroa Pollock once
luncheon 1b all that 1b necessary,
light
marked: "This lady has now such a but If a
very little breakfast has been
very large business at the bar that we
substantial meal at
of a
partaken
must give her every Indulgence." Mrs. noon should begood,
eaten, "
Weldon was not abashed by the judges
and said many clever things In court.
Qre7 Kltohea Floor.
The reminiscences of the late John
Grease stains on a kitchen floor are
George Witt, K. C, Include an anec- difficult to remove by ordinary means,
dote of one of ber appearances In the but
they will generally come out with
court of appeal. She was endeavoring a hot solution of
potash. If one appli
to upset a Judgment of Vice Chancellor cation Is not
enough, use a second or
Bacon, and one ground of complaint" even a third. Sometimes the solution,
was that the judge was too old to unIf the wood Is very white, will leave1
derstand the case. Thereupon Lord a
yellowish stain. To avoid this,
Esher said: "The .lust time you were
lime with the solution, until a
here you complained that your case
thick paste is formed. Let the pastel
had been tried by my brother Bowen,
remain on the floor at least twelve!
and you said he was ouly a bit of a boy
noun. It la better to use a weak solu
aud could not do you justice. Now you
of aal soda and fuller's earth en1
come here and say that my brother tion
nice floors.
very
coo
old.
Bacon was.
What age do you
,
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mix-so-

The Mexican Central has recently
placed ou sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or
Tamplco,
SINSIIINL' ROUTE, va TOtf RANCH
thence via the famous Ward Steamship Line to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to El FAST PASSfcNGF.R AND FREIGHT 8FRVICE.
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLC
Paso. The entire trip, covering thousands of miles, Havana, Cuba, aud Its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, aud a
dozen of the largest cities of the United Stales, can be made for $122.60. A
more delightful trip can not be
planned, as
privileges are
allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip lncludos the City of Mexico, the
"mns or America." Further Information can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, Assistant General Passenger Agent, City

Santa Fe Central Railway System
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If you cannot afford to pay for a
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It is a
good paper to seud to your friends.
If you want auythlng on earth
"ad."
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The druggist's cheerfulness was Infectious, the geuinl Interest of his talk
made depression appear foolish, aud
the girl soon began to look more hopeful and even smiled. After the druggist had gayly chatted with her awhile
she rose and walked out of the store
with a firm step.
This druggist, though he would scorn
the Idea If suggested to him, la a benefactor to humanity. lie Is a believer
In the power of cheerfulness, aud the
good that he does In his peculiar way
Is not easy to estimate.
Not a day passes that' he does not
impart his message of the cheerful life
to some despairing individual. He
makes all others' ailments his own and
points out the uselessness of worry. A
man will .come la bent aud suffering.
Perhaps he confides to the druggist
that he has kidney disease and fears
his days are numbered. The druggist
immediately Informs blm that there is
no cause for alarm; he has had kidney
trouble himself for, oh, so many years,
and has no intention of dropping off.
That druggist, in the course of a week,
probably will acknowledge that he Is
afflicted with every ailment except
housemaid's knee. Ho makes every
complaluer feel better. lie fairly radiates good cheer and optimism. It Is
his belief that half the sufferers lu the
world have complaints that bright
spirits will overcome. But even when
they have .a real disease It is his theory
that a little cheerfulness doesn't hurt
and that the malady Is ouly aggravated by constant depression. He
makes It his mission In life to drive
away depression and turn the thoughts
of people toward brighter things. His
cheerfulness Is a tonic that never fails
to act New York Press.
A

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F.

A. M.

Regit

lar communication first
Monday ot each mouth
at Masoulc Hall at 7:30
p. ra.
H. P. STKPHKN3, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Sauta Fe Chapter, No.
K. A. M. Regular
couvocatlon 2nd Mon
day ot each month at
Masoulo Hall at 7: SO
1,

X

a sash
Connection! at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paio & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fit
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fa
with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
.
Route your freight via ihe Chicago, Rock Wrnd & Pacific
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited

Pi

Ral.'-wa"-

W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

I
:

8. B. GRIMSHAW,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK

S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SKLIGMAN, Secy.

DIBERT,

Asst Sec'y and Treat.

Santa Fe Conrimandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
mouth at Masonic Hall al
W. E. GRIFFIN, B. C.
:30 p. in.
W. II. KENNKDY, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on tho third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Kite Free Masons are
cordially invited to attend.
CIIARLBS FRANKLIN IAS LEY, 32.
Venerable Master.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Bee.
I. O. O. F.

A. L. GRiMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pat. Agt.
City Freight and Past, Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

I

Rubber Stamps
I

WJ1KN YOU FIND YOUlt.ELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OP TIME. BUSY
PEOl'LE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

M
,'-!

QUEER EXCAVATION.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2,1 O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
The "Ear of Dlonj-iiuaand It Pe- Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street.
culiar Ue.
brothers welcome.
The most remarkable artificial cav- Visiting
J. E. LACOME, N. G.
ern or excavation ever made was that
DAVID L, MILLER, Secy.
which has been recorded In history as
the "Ear of DIonyslus." This queer
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
excavation, which was adjoining the
near
Syracuse, Sicily, was"
quarries
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
constructed by the slaves of the monfirst
arch by whose name It Is kuown, In Pythias. Regular meeting every
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
reality It was an exact model of a
Castle Hall temporarily with
gigantic human ear, 250 feet long by o'clock,
80 high, and was bo scientifically con- Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
structed that the Interior of tho grotto Visiting Knights given a cordial and
became the finest "whispering gallery" fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTHR, C. f!.
the world has ever kuown. In a cave
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
adjoining this acoustic wonder the
D. LOWTTZKL Master of Finance.
prisoners of the tyrant were kept,
and every word they uttered came
through an orifice to the "Internal
B. P. O. E.
ear," where DIonyslus passed whole
days listening to the plots that were
Sauta Fe Lod,e, No. 460, B. P. O. .,
being laid by the enemies of bis gov- holds its
regular session on the aecon
ernment. This prisoners were, of
and fourth Wednesdays of each mouth
'course, chained In that portion of
invited and wel
the underground dungeon most fa- Visiting brothers are
NORMAN L. KING, 1. R.
vorable for reflection of all sounds to come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
the secret chamber. By this admirable system of espionage DIonyslus
managed to thwart every conspiracy
FRATERNAL UNION.
against his government which rose
?uia Fe Lodge, No. 25, Fraternal
during his thirty-nin- e
years' reign.
The "ear," the prison dungeons aud Union of America. Regular meetings
even the staples of Iron In the floors first and third Mondays In each month
to which prisoners were chained may at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall,
still be seen. It la said that the tyrant San Francisco street. Visiting Frat-erwelcome.
put to death the architect of the "ear"
and the slaves who excavated It lu
R. L. BACA, iTaternal Matter,
order that Its purpose might never be
DAVID GONZALES, Secy.
known.
MAOGII U MONTOYA, Traae.
s
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PRICE-LlS-

Ti

..lie

inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stump, over 2 and not over 3J inches long. .80o
Each additional lino on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 and not over S inches long. . . .?6c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
le
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 81c extr.
One line Stamp, not over 2

Larger erm at proportionate prices.
inch in size, we charge
inch or fractioi.
DATES, ETC.
U)c& Dater, any town and date for ten years . . . . . .$1.30
iOe
Tedger Dater, month, day and year in
tie
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater . .'
.$1.60
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
11x2, 10c; 2x3, 15c; 2x3), 25c; 2x4, 85c; 8x6, 80c;
Where tjjw used is over one-ha-lf
for one line for each one-half

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

EXICAfJ PR1JVTIJVG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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BAS,

GIOCCS,

BUTCHERS

HARMONIOUS

(Continued from Page Four)

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No. 250

Personal Mention.

!

San Francisco Street.

H. S. Smith, or El Paso, traveling
freight agent of the Atchison, Toeka
& Santa Fe Railway, attended to business today In Santa Ke.
Mrs. AV. C. Reld, wife of Attorney
Geueral Reld, will leave tomorrow for
Las Vegas, where she will visit friends
while attending the fair and fall fes-

tival

Meat Market Telephone

No

and confidently predicts Its success at
ipolls on November 6.
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CONVENTION

draw after being nominated. Several
were placated by promises of positions In the coming legislature or as
deputies In various county offices.
When the caucus rose, harmony as
thick as ever prevailed, although apparent attempts were made later to
break the slate.
The Nominations,
For Legislative Council, David M.
White nominated Thomas B. Catron
in quite a powerful speech and Mr.
Catron was nominated unanimously
amidst cheers. R. L. Baca was nomi
nated- unanimously for the House
member from Santa Fe County and
was given the greatest ovation of the
evening, delegates and spectators
vlelng with each other in cheering for

NOTES.

-

...

.

Jose L. Lopez who was mentioned
as a prominent candidate for the sher
iff's office for some days and who
had been agreed upon for the nomination of assessor withdrew voluntarily
from the race in order to cause no
trouble and to bring about harmony
and unity in the Republican party.
This was done yesterday afternoon
and upon the urgent request of. several of the delegates who had much
influence In the convention and
counted votes. Mr. Catron was principally Instrumental in inducing Mr.
Lopez to give up his strength and to
aid his friends In the convention 'to
vole for the nomination finally agreed
upon, namely M. A. Ortiz. He acted
manly, straightforward and for. what
was considered the best interests of
the party although he sacrificed his
own chances by so doing-aIt Is well
known that up to the time of the meeting of the convention last evening he
had a majority of the delegates on
his side and for his nomination.
There were some rather smart tricks
taken In yesterday's Republican convention during the utternoon and
evening. These were not quite as
as they might have
tralghtforward
been, but were evidently Indulged In
upon the presumption that all is fair
In war and politics.
The nomination for the assessor's
office of M, A. Ortiz, was rather unexpected as he and his friends asserted right along that he was not a
candidate for uny office. As late as 5
o'clock yesterday afternoon it was
agreed that Jose L. Lopez should be
the nominee for assessor. Had the latter Insisted, he would have been preferred.
David M. White, made an efficient
and prompt chairman. Ho knew what
he was about and did his work promptHe was
ly and up to the standard.
fair, especially considering that the
Catron Influence dominated the convention.

Governor Hagerman returned this
afternoon from Las Vegas, where he
delivered an 'address-las- t
night at the
meeting of the New Mexico Bankers'
PINONES.
CONCORD GRAPES.
Association.
In
New crop pluou nuts are now
Native grown Concord grapes are
Rouinaldo Ortiz, a merchant of
Fresh roasted per pound 15c.
now coming In freely. We are selllut; dlock.
C'apulln and family, who have been
at
boxes
$1.00.
in
them
peach
on a visit to the Albuquerque fair and
In regular baskets at. 45 cents and
to the fall festival In Las Vegas, and
SOAP.
MEDICATED
In small baskets at 15 cents.
also visiting relatives In the two
which
to
find
for
a
is
It
soap
easy
Now Is the time to make jelly and
towns named, have returned to Santa hlni.
you can pay more money but for an
jam.
Fe where they will be until Saturday
Will Contest Apportionment.
irritated or delicate skin nothing in
when they leave for home.
When the time came for the nomiour opinion ecpiuls Craddock's Mednation of a second member of the
icated Blue Soap.
BULK OYSTERS.
:10c
louse, Mr. Catron explained that In
Wfi are now
getting regular ship- Per box of three bars
view of the fact that the apportionments of Southern Oysters In bulk'.
ment of the Territory recently made
(Continued from Page Five.)
SO cents per pint.
BORAXO.
by Governor Hagerman, will be conThis Is a perfume. toilet soap in
railroad report: Santa Fe tested, It would be well not to make
Today's
RUSKS.
powdered form. It comes in a one Central and Denver & Rio Grande any nomination but to leave the nomi
Hetter than toast, better than zwci pound sifting lop can. It contains trains on time. Atchison, Topeka & nation of a second candidate to the
back.That is what people say about borax, about. 10 per cent. Is extreme- Santa Fe train No. 2, one hour and County Central Committee, In case
out Orange City Holland Rusks. They ly sanitary for use at a basin used by twenty minutes late, connecting .train the courts rule against the apportiont
ment. From the fact that no concome twelve in a package at 10 cents more than one person, as only
arriving at 1:20. Train No. 1 running
for Immediate use is taken from late, no time specified. Connecting ferees or delegates to the district conper package. Tiy them.
lint can.
train leaves here at 5:35 Instead of vention were named either for the
Council or the House, It is apparent
4:211.
that Mr. Catron is quite certain of
SWEET POTATOES.
Tito Santa
branch
train
ST. CHAS. CREAM,
vellovv
sweet potatoes
Nice
winning his proposed fight upon the
was
an
over
in
hour
late
.
returning new
Canned condensed cream Is
apportion men t. Mr. Catron's momighty well with pork roast or pork
tofrom
on
the
first
its
junction
trip
tion to empower the Central Connnlt-telbs. for 25 cents.
ling very popular on account of its
on
of
account
east
hound
the
One of day
convenience au.l economy.
to make the nomination for the
train being delayed. So far as known
second member of Ihe House was carjihe very best brands on ihe market Is here, no washouts
on
occurred
the
2 cans
for 2:c.
ho Saint Charles.
IMPERIAL FLOUR.
main line of the Atchison, Topeka & ried.
If you wish the best Hour Hat comes
Ishmael Sparks was
nominated
Sama Fe Railway. "Soft track" on
NEW DILLS.
to this market try the I.l 1'lilU AI,. We
account of the heavy rains was prob- without opposition for county comnils-- '
New dill
have handled it for twenty years and
pickles are now ready. ably the cause of the through trains sloner from the first district. For
have never sold better Hour. 50 lbs Very line with oysters, etc. Cannot
commissioner from the second district,
being late.
A. L, Kendall was nominated by F.
for $1.50.
hurt any one. Two large ones for fc.
C. Buell.
Nicolas Montoya nominated
.1. A. Wood and Jose Leon Madril was
DEMOCRATS START
nominated by George W. Armljo. AfBALL ROLLING ter the balloting
FRANCISCO imuuuo.
l.KVl A. IIUGHKS.
had proceeded far
enough to show that Madril would be YOUNG VOTERS
HUGHES & DELGADO.
OA. Larrazolo and H. B. Fergusson chosen by large majority, the other
FORM ASSOCIATION
two candidates were withdrawn and
Campaigning in Eastern New
Mexico Their Itinerary.
Madrll's nomination was made unaniWe have soma choice property for the person with small capital and also
A new feature of ihe fall
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our Im of property.
campaign
O. A. Larrazolo, Democratic candi- mous.
and one which may have some bearing
Wild For Lopez.
:
:
:
:
Office West hide of Plaza,
date for Delegate to Congress, acSanta Fe N. M.
When nominations for sheriff were on city and county politics In the fucompanied by ex Delegate H. B. Fergusson, left Kl Paso Tuesday on a called, the house commenced shout- ture was originated by a number of
men today when It was decidcampaign tour throughout eastern ing: "Ix)pez! Lopez!" and the chair young
ed to organize an association of the
New Mexico. T'hey will address the had to call upon Captain Fred
of
of the Territorial mounted police, younger voters for the purpose
people at the various towns which
to restore order. However, the crowd taking an active interest in politics in
Their
will
visit.
first
W.
they
AKEES.
meeting
J.
was held in Alaniogordo yesterday; quieted down and Mr. Catron nomi- Santa Fe County and in the city of
Santa Fe. About 30 young voters
today they spoke 'to the people of nated Charles C. Closson for sheriff.
Tularosa In Otero County; tomorrow The nomination was unanimous and have already pledged themselves as
members of the association and it is
evening they will be In Roswell, go- was loudly cheered.
Mr. Catron also named Antonio Ala-ri- expected that within a few weeks, sevline
ing there via the automobile
for probate judge and the conven- eral times that number will be enwhere a mass meeting will be adorganization
dressed;, t lieu llagerman and Carlsbad tion ratified the nomination unani- rolled. The tenipo'-arwas effected a few days ago, when a
will be visited where It is expected mously.
For probate clerk, George W. Ar- number of the young men met and
The old established line of jnxula formerly carried at
they will deliver addresses Monday.
mljo and David Gonzales were placed talked over the situation. Tonight a
be
will
the
Artesia
where
at
They
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
A
second meeting will be held at 7
dear people will be called upon to in nomination, the latter, by C.
deVVheelon.
arose
Mr.
and
Gonzales
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
o'clock on Palace Avenue for the
listen to Democratic doctrines and as
harpurpose of selecting temporary offpurity. Elegant club roonia in connection. Side entrance
there are a great many Texans down clared since he deemed party
to Coronado Hotel.
there this .will doubtless be music to mony and party success above any icers and transacting such other busitheir ears. On Tuesday, Portales the personal ambition, he would withdraw ness as may come before the associin favor of Mr. Armijo and the latter ation. A narnie for the
organization
&
AKERS
flourishing comity seat of Roosevelt
TOWNSEND,
was nominated unanimously, the ?elf is also to be selected.
Applications
will be visited. There Mr. Larrazolo
sacrifice of Mr. Gonzales being loudly for membership will be
passed upon.
and Mr. Fergusson will also talk
The association Is rather on the or"Jacksonian," although being in a applaiideJ.
Contest
for
Assessorshlp.
der of a secret society, but only In
county named after one of the best
For assessor, Mr. Catron nominated so far as Its meetings are not open
Presidents the United States 'has ever
had, it may dampen their ardor. From .lose L. Lopez, and David Knapp lo the general public and the memPortales it is expected the two cam- nominated Marcellno A. Ortiz. The bers are in honor bound not to diballot was followed with Intense Inter- vulge what. Is said or done .at the
paigners will return to the central
est
and the result was announced sessions. A committee on 'publicity
of
the
a
and
part,
Territory
meeting
votes for Ortiz and 23 votes for will be appointed to give,out reports
will he arranged in this city October 32
5th In
the county court house at Lopez, Mr. Ortiz being declared nomi- of meetings for publication. It Is
said that the intention of the assowhich the citizens of Santa Fe, irre- nated.
Mr. Catron nominated Celso Lopez ciation Is to give the younger voters
of
and
age
spective
party,
previous
GoocTRoad via Espanola, N. M.,
county a Just and equitable position in the
conditions of servitude, will 'be en- for collector and
lightened upon the duties of the treasurer and the choice was unani- political field and add to their presmous.
tige as citizens of Sanla Fe city and
Democracy and upon the claims of
Mr. Larrazolo for a sufficient number Conway for Superintendent of Schools. county.
of
For superintendent
"We simply want our votes to
schools,
of votes to return him as delegate to
George W. Armijo nominated John V. count by uniting them for the best
the COlih Congress.
From Santa Fe Mr. Larrazolo will Conway. M. A. Ortiz, calling atten- interest of the general public," said
visit the counties of Taos ami Rio Ar tion to the fact that all the offices a young man at noon today. "We beJ. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.
riba. The exact dates will be an- had gone to the city with the excep- lieve that this end can best be' action necessarily of the county com- complished by uniting for the prosecunounced hereafter.
missioner of the second district, nom- tion of what we believe to be right.
inated Jose Ortiz y Pino of Gallsteo. The young men are enthusiastic and
Nicolas Sena and Jose L. Madril were I believe they will do good work. We
OFFICIALMATTERS,
appointed tellers and the ballot re- are not prepared as yet to state what
sulted: Couway 27; Pino 171-2- , and the politics of the association will.be."
Mr. Conway was declared the nomiNotaries Public Appointed.
The following notaries public have nee of the convention.
Chairman White announced that, the EIGHT YEAR OLD
been appointed by Governor Ilager-maemoluments of the county surveyor
BOY MURDERER
Rafael Gallegos, East Las Vegas, are so great and the contest for the
San Miguel- 'County; John M. Hedge-coke- , office so bitter that no candidate has
Albla, Iowa, Sept, 27. Oscar Rapier,
Jr., Kndee, Quay County; F. E. been agreed upon. Upon motion it eight years old, convicted of murderHyde, Jr., Putnam, San Juan County; waft left to the county committee to ing seven year old Frank Adams, was
Marlon A. Browning, Nara Visa, Union an outside precinct so that the coun today sentenced to the Eldora reformTO
outside of the city of Santa Fevj
County; J. R. Colhran, Roswell, Chav- ty
atory to remain until he is 21 years
may have representation upon , the of age.
'
es County; R. G. Twltty, Raton,
County; Leonor Molinar, Rodey, ticket.
Wholesale Nominations.
Dona Ana County; Ira O. Wctmore,
VALENCIA COUNTY REPUBLICAN
To hurry matters. Mr, Catron then
DELEGATES NOT INSTRUCTED.
Carrlzozo, Lincoln County.
in
nomination at once and in
placed
Los Lunas, Sept. 27. The RepubliArticles of Incorporation.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo The following articles of incorpora- bulk, tlie names for delegates to the cans of Valencia
County
yesteiday
Constitutional Convention, the Ter- met in
convention aud elected the foltions have been filed in the office of ritorial Convention at Las
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
Vegas, and lowing unlnstructed
delegates to the
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds: the County Central Committee, and
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
First Presbyterian Church of Mel- the nominations were ratified with a Territorial convention at Ias Vegas:
Hon. Solomon Luna, Jacobo Ohaves,
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico rose, New Mexico. Situated at Mel- whoop as follows:
Ben Bibo, Nobor . Mirabal, Naj'Cisso
rose, Roosevelt County. Territorial
For delegates to the constitutional
and all Foreign Countries.
Jesus Sanchez, Frederlco Sanagent, T. N. Clayton, at Melrose. No convention:
T. B. Catron, J. W. Pino,
chez, Ruperto Jaramillo, Boleslo Rocapital stock. Object, preaching of Akers, J. A. Wood, David M. White.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Adolfo Sanchez, Carlos Baca,
the gospel of Jesus Christ, and eduFor delegates to the Republican Ter mero,
cation of the people In the Christian ritorial Convention at Las Vegas: T. Jose Salazar, J. Chavez.
doctrine. Duration, fifty years. In- B. Catron, Marcelino A. Oitiz, Max
DELEGATE ANDREWS GETS
corporators, T. N. Clayton, W. S. Frost, David M. White, J. W. Akers,
M'KINLEY COUNTY SUPPORT.
Turner, W. E. Smith, J. G Hamilton, Telesforo Rivera, Victor Ortega, Jose
and S. D. Hamilton, all of Melrose.
E. Gomez.
Gallup, N. M., Sept. 27. McKlnley
Republican County Central Commit
Member Board of Regents.
M.
County
Republicans held their county
tee:
David
Jose
Dolores
White,
Governor Hagerman has appointed
W. A. Fleming Jones of East Las Ve- Garcia, Max Frost, J. W. Akers, T. delegate convention here yesterday,
B. Catron, Victor Ortega, Celso Lopez, naming the following to attend 'the
gas, as a member of t'he board of reTerritorial convention at Las Vegas:
John Pflueger, Jose Ortiz y Pino.
New
of
Mexico
of
the
School,
gents
After the last result was announced, Gregory Page, S. Canavan and S. E.
Mines at Socorro, vice A, E. Roulller,
lit took but. half a second to
adjourn. Aldrfch. Resolutions passed instructof Socorro, term expired.
Impromptu receptions were given the ed the delegates to do all In their
Convicts.
Penitentiary
j!3
different candidates after the conven power for the renomlnatlon of DeleFive prisoners have been received tion while condolences were dealt out gate W. H. Andrews, endorsed
he
at the New Mexico penitentiary yes- to those who had hoped to be placeid administrations of President
Roose-Veand Governor Hagerman, and reterday, found guilty at the recent upon the ticket but failed to secure
term of the district court In Grant nomination.
iterated confidence In Hon. H. O.
at
There Is no doubt that the ticket Bursum.
County. They were brought here
yesterday In charge of Sheriff Charles will be successful on November 6.
A. Farnsworth, accompanied by Depu- While Mr. Catron
practically dictated AMERICAN PUBLIC
ty Sheriffs D. C. Hobart and Smith of all of the nominations, yet, outside of
HEALTH ASSOCIATION.
,
Salse-doSilver City. They are: George
I
1906.
Mexico City, Dec.
"
himself, it does not consist of those
Z
ZU1
..
-- v
of Grant County, aged 18 years, who have been known as his most loyFor the above occasion the Santa Fe
one year for larceny; J. E. Barajas, al adherents nor does It carry any will sell tickets from Santa Fe to
of Grant County, aged 3B years, three names of those most closely Identified Mexico City and return
for $45.70.
years for larceny; Miguel Barajas, of with the opposition to him. It Is Date of sales, November 22 to 28,
Grant County, aged 19 years, three truly, therefore, a compromise ticket inclusive; final return limit CO days
Luis Guana, of and like all compromise tickets may from date of sale. For further Inforyears for larceny;
Fine line of Indian Blanket and Curios at Candeiario's, the Original Grant County, aged 3G years, three have a weak point here and there, but mation call on any agent of the Santa
San Fran Cisco Street. He mines his own tur- years for larceny; and Jose Fernan- In the main will prove satisfactory to Fe.
Old Curio Store,
west. Curios suitable for gifts ty the dez, of Grant County, aged 17 years, the voters. The New Mexican will
finest In the
' Q, H.
quoisethe
three year sfor burglary,
thousand
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
work, hard and loyally for its election

Grocery Telephone No. 4.

27, 1908.

St. Michael's College
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L. BRADFORD PRINCE,
F. C. CHAVES,

RIO ARRIBA COUNTY REPUBLICANS
Enthusiastic Convention Dele-gate Andrews Gets "Glad Hand"
For His Good Work.

Hold

Committee on Resolutions.
'

The Republican convention of Rio
Arriba County, which met on Tuesday,
September 25, was one of the largest
and most enthusiastic ever held In
that "county to elect Territorial delegates.
It organized by electing Slxto
Chaves as president, Margarlto
and Anlceto Moya, vice presl
dents, and A, D. Vargas, secretary.
The committee on credentials found
nearly every precinct represented.
A committee on resolutions consisting of Venceslao Jaramillo, B. C. Hernandez, L, B. Prince, Alexander Read
aud F, C. Chaves, was appointed and
a committee of one from eacli precinct
to suggest the names of fourteen delegates to the Territorial Convention
at Las Vegas, and at their report the
following were elected:
W. G. Sargent, Julian Martinez, '..
B. Prince, Manuel L. Salazar, Alexander Read, Pedro Esquibel, B. C.
V.
Jaramillo, J. A. Lucas,
Ellas Clark, Sylvlano Rolbal, A. D.
Vargas, David Martinez and J. H. Sargent.
The resolutions were brief but comprehensive. The first " renews allegiance to the Republican party and
President Roosevelt, its leader; the
second expresses appreciation of the
services of Delegate Andrews; the
third expresses full confidence In the
Territorial government and the county officials; the fourth asks Delegate
Andrews to endeavor to correct . the
statin of the new Santa Clara Indian
Reservation so as not to prevent the
lieople from obtaining wood as they
have for two hundred years; the fifth
and last commends the wool growers'
convention and asks that the rules of
the forest reserves be altered so as
not to be so onerous.
After the adoption of resolutions,
stirring speeches were made by L. B.
Prince, B. C. Hernandez, Alexander
Read and Fernandez Mestas, and the
convention then adjourned. No more
harmonious' meeting was ever held.
The resolutions In full are:
We, the Republicans of Rio Arriba
county in delegate convention assembled hereuy renew our allegiance to
the principles nf ihn Republican party
and desire to express our entire confidence' In the wise leadership of that
great and peerless leader, Theodore
Roosevelt.
v We also desire to exi '(Idence in our present
delegate to
Congress, Hon. W. H. .Andrews, and
desire to expreiss our "'lHtMrte to him
tor the beneficial legUla'-iosecured
by him for the be,"'-"Bor-reg-

n

GENERAL RAIN
IN NEW MEXICO
Half Inch of Water Fell Doing Much
Good and No Harm-F- air

Weather.
During the rain yesterday afternoon
and last night which was general all
over New Mexico over half an Inch
of water fell In Santa Fe. The pre
r
hundredths of
cipitation was
an Inch, according to the gauge at the
local weatner bureauf It was a good
Inestlma-u.- e
soaking rain and will
benefit to growing crops and the
ranges.
Generally fair tonight and Friday
wlti, warmer weather Friday, was the
forecast today of the local weather
fifty-fou-

be-o- f

man.

The temiierature at C o'clock this
morning was 52 degrees. The lowest
temperature during last night was 49
degrees. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 5 degrees at 12:40 p.
m., while the minimum temperature
was 49 degrees at 3:15 p, m. The
mean temperature for the day was
57 degrees with a relative humidity
of 73 per cent.
REPUBLICAN. TERRITORIAL
CONVENTION.

Las Vegas, Sept. 29, 1906.
For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell excursion tickets to Las
Vegas and return for $4.05. Date of
sales Sept. 28 and 29; final return limit October 2d, 1900.
G. H. DON ART,

MARKET

REPORT

i

MONEY
New
4

AND METALS.
27 Money on call

YorkSept.

per cent.
Prime mercantile paper 6
7.
'
Silver 67
r
Lead firm, unchanged.
Copper strong, unchanged. .
St. Louis, Sept. 27. Spelter steady

(if 6

.

6.121-2- .

.

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, Sept. 27. Wheat Sept. 73
"
Dec. 75
Corn Sept. 47
Dee. 43
Oats Sept. 34
Dec. 34
Pork Sept. J16.60; Jan. S13.32
Lard Sept, $8.80$8.87
Oct, $8.-8- 2

'..''.

Ribs Sept. $8.85; Oct $8.32
WOOL MARKET.
St. i.ouis, Mo., Sept., 27.
Wool
steady and unchanged.
8TOCK MARKET.
New York, Sept.
27. Atchison
;
pfd. 1011-8- .
New York Central 140.
Pennsylvania 140
Southern Pacific 95
Union Pacific 183
pfd. 92.
'Amalgamated copper 111.
Steel 44; pfd. 106.
LIVE STOCK.

1051-8-

We further express our entire
in our Territorial and county
officials and believe that the same are
conducted on a sound and economical
basis from which the people of du"
Territory and county derive an honest, economical and safe administration of their affairs.
Resolved: That our delegate In
Congress, W. H. Andrews be equestr
ed to use all means. In his power to
have the boundaries of the Santa Clan
Indian Reservation so change;! that
the people of the Rio Grande Valley
will not be deprived of tlia 'ight of
obtaining wood as they have done for
more than two hundred years.
Resolved:
That we commend the
work of the Territorial wool growers'
nssocatlon In their efforts for the
benefit of the sheep growing Industry, iir.d we favor such changas in.ths
rci4ul.ii ions of the forest reserves as
will remove present burdens and be
for the general benefit of the people.
--

VENCESLAO
JARAMILLO,
ALEXANDER READ,
B. C. HERNANDEZ,

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 27. Cattle
receipts 9,000, including 800 southerns,
steady to shade lower. Native steers
$46.40; southern steers $2.50(3)3.80:
southern cows $1.752.9u; native cows
and heifers $25; stockers and feeders $2.504.60;" bulls $23; calves $3
6.50; western steers $3.405; western cows $23.05.
Sheep receipts 10,000, steady to 10
cents lower.
Muttons $4.805.50;
lambs $b7.25; range wethers $4.25
5.75; fed ewes $45.40.
nlcago, Sept. 27. Cattle receipts
8.500, steady.
Beeves $3.856.90;
cows and heifers $1.605,10; stockers
and feeders $2.654.50; Texans $3.70
4.40; westerners $3.505.50; calves

$6.258.

Sheep receipts 20,000, steady. Sheep

$3.755.50; lambs $1.907.60.

Oswald A. Bttdd,
Accountant and Auditor..

Corporation and Partnership,

Accounting and
"Specialty.

Installing of

Systems

a

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man feel at peace wltb the
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
Almost every family has need
rsliabl remedy for cefie or
of
diarrhea at some time during list

X M.

t

Office

year."

to

1

This remedy is recotntneaded
by dealen who have sold k far
any yean and know fa value.
It has received theutiadi ft
tetrinwUh from grateful people.
k has been prescribed by pkf
nans with the BMtt latistectefjr

,'

3

Telephone No. 39

Honrs:

p. m,, except Wednesday'

aod Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodations for
limited number of patients.

.

results,

It has often saved tfe Mora
todkanc could have been tent for
er a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can
you afford to risk so much for
We) BUY IT NOW.

DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

u

ifew operating rooms completely
equipped with. modern Instru-- .
ments. Faradic, galvanic
and static electricity.
Radiographic work
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.
'

'

